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SUMMARY
The motivation for the research presented herein is to investigate current
concentrations leading to material damage for flat-on-flat metal electrical contacts under
pulsed high currents and plastically-loaded operating conditions. To provide a model
capable of predicting the performance of a high current electrical pulse material, the
material’s ability to distribute current densities evenly within the electrical contact
interface, and the material’s ability to transmit high current density loads without
vaporizing was ascertained. Experimental validation of the models was then performed to
assess the accuracy of the electrical contact material performance predictions.
The key material properties of interest in the research are electrical resistivity,
magnetic permeability, melting temperature, boiling temperature, specific heat capacity,
and enthalpy of fusion. Electrical parameters included the rate of release of current from
the capacitor banks, peak magnitude of current, and duration of current pulse. First,
electrical current pulses of varying magnitudes were delivered to test specimens of
identical composition and dimensions fixed between two copper rails with a flat-on-flat
contact interaction. Next, at a fixed current pulse level, specimen material composition
was varied to observe the effects of material parameters on electrical contact
characteristics. Testing materials included aluminum, zinc, and steel. Additionally,
effects of geometrical factors were studied by testing the design of an aluminum armature
often used in an electromagnetic launcher. Finally, sliding electrical contact tests were
conducted using the armature to analyze variations in the electrical interface
characteristics as compared to the static tests. The experiments resulted in the

xx

development of molten electrical interfaces, signs of localized hot spots, and wear of
electrical contact interfaces as shown by surface profilometry.
The research presented extends previous work, which has primarily focused on
the performance of electrical contacts operating at steady state and predominately low
current levels. The study has achieved a unique method for characterizing the
performance of electrical contact materials under high current electrical pulse conditions
by solving a material’s current density load limitations, a material’s effectiveness at
current distribution (based of material properties, mechanical loading, and electrical
loading) and by providing insight into the complexities of experimental testing of
electrical contact materials under high current electrical pulses. The result is the
capability of predicting failure of electrical contacts under high current electrical pulse
due to current concentration at the electrical interface.
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CHAPTER 1.

INTRODUCTION

The goal of this research was to further the understanding of systems employing
high current electrical pulses transmitted through an electrical contact interface, hence
furthering the ability to prevent the formation of electrical arcs and pseudo arcs which
lead to damage of components and eventual system failure. An electrical arc is a plasma
(ionized gas) that conducts electricity between separated conductors, first termed by Sir
Humphrey Davy [1] in the early 19th century, while a pseudo arc is a plasma formed by
metal vapor ions.
To achieve this objective of furthering the understanding of high current electrical
contacts, the author predicted the concentration of current traveling through an electrical
contact interface between two conductors. Models of current density distributions within
the electrical contact interface, based on the laws of magnetic interaction of currents and
Faraday’s laws of induction, as well as experimentation with electrical contacts subjected
to high current electrical pulses were utilized in pursuit of this objective. Current density
values obtained from the current density distribution models and experimental results
were then used to form a current density heating model. The current density heating
model calculated current density magnitudes required to soften, melt, vaporize, or alter
the electrical conduction capabilities of zinc, aluminum, and steel based on the material’s
electrical resistivity, specific heat capacity, density, melting temperature, boiling
temperature, and enthalpy of fusion, as well as current pulse characteristics applied. The
current density distribution models and current density heating models have been
combined to predict the magnitude of current pulse required to cause failure of the

1

electrical contact and compromise system integrity after the passage of a high current
electrical pulse.
By isolating critical parameters of the combined model (such as hardness,
electrical resistivity, and magnetic permeability), enhanced material selection and design
of contact geometry can be used to reduce the cost of electrical contact materials,
decrease deterioration of the contact surface, and reduce the amount of heat generated in
localized areas resulting in lower-temperature operating conditions. Upon comparing
predictions generated from the model with experimental results, capability to predict
electrical contact performance under a range of high current electrical pulses and
electrical contact material pairings is realized.

2

CHAPTER 2.

BACKGROUND

Wear is defined as the loss of material from a surface, often resulting in decreased
efficiency of engineered components and, if extensive, can lead to system failures.
Typically, wear is caused by the relative motion of two objects against each other and
falls into the categories of abrasive or adhesive wear. However, electrical contacts can
exhibit atypical forms of wear. Wear can occur without relative movement of surfaces
(such as sliding) and be caused instead by the passage of current through the contact
interface. The current flowing through the material at the interface can generate heat to
melt or vaporize material or can generate pressure to eject material, as will be discussed
in Chapter 2. Research into low voltage contacts has been conducted extensively
including work by Holm [2], allowing modeling of electrical contacts under standard
conditions (typically measured in the range of a few thousandths of an amp to a few
hundred amps). However, advances in power and materials technologies have developed
the ability to generate, transmit, and use increasingly large amounts of currents, up to
mega-amperes, down to micro-amperes, as discussed by Jones [3]. The capabilities of
electrical contacts must therefore be studied under more strenuous conditions and ever
increasing demands.
Electrical contacts under high currents have shown wear and subsequent failure,
often resulting in the formation of electrical arcs which can extensively damage
equipment and threaten the safety of persons nearby. One example high voltage
application is the use of electrical circuit breakers at high power distribution centers,
which require ablative electrical contact surfaces. The wear of these electrical contacts is
inevitable due to the transmission of current through charged particles at opening and
3

closing events, but can be mitigated through the understanding and study of interfacial
properties under high voltage conditions.
A topic attracting less attention is the study of transient high current electrical
contacts, such as the current pulses used in electromagnetic launchers. In this application,
high currents are passed through a small sliding interface, creating high current densities,
combined with very high sliding velocities, often over 2 st
. One critical component to
u
understanding the wear of electrical contact surfaces is the modeling of the heat
generation at the interface. A factor directly linked to surface heat generation and its
distribution is the current density distribution across the surface. Concentration of current
density within the electrical contact interface influences the melting of electrical
materials and erosion of material at the interface, potentially caused by pseudo-arcing or
arcing. There have been a few attempts to characterize current concentrations, such as
velocity skin effects, but further research is needed.

2.1

Electrical Contact Fundamentals
The study of electrical contacts has been extensively researched for many years and

are the foundation upon which this research is based. The first significant book on the
subject was published by Ragnor Holm in 1941 [2]. This book outlined all known
concepts of electrical contacts of that period, discussing the basics of stationary contacts,
sliding contacts, and contact switching. The elementary knowledge of stationary contacts
is based on the understanding of surface roughness and contact through asperities at the
contact surface. Surface roughness of contacting interfaces leads to reduction of contact
and therefore conducting area, which in turn leads to increases in contact resistance and
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heat generation. In 2013, Slade [4] published the second edition of an updated book on
electrical contacts. Included within the collection of works compiled by Slade are many
additional results generated after the conclusion of Holm’s research. Thomas’ work [5]
on rough surfaces, Greenwood and Williamson’s work on contact of nominally at
surfaces, [6] and Holm’s work [2] on electrical contact all contribute to developments
summarized in Figure 1, contact of rough electrical contacts.

Figure 1 – Slade’s [4] diagram of the contact of rough surfaces and electrical
current flow between two bulk conductors.
The foundation of the study of electrical contacts begins with contact resistance.
Electrical current travels through small areas where peaks of the surfaces contact
therefore reducing the conducting area at the interface between two electrical materials,
as shown by Smythe [7]. The reduction of conductive area results in an increase in
resistance, called constriction resistance, and the contact points are called α-spots. For
simplicity, the contact areas between the two materials are often modeled as circular with
radius, 𝑎, and under DC current. For electrical contact between two semi-infinite solids,
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equipotential surfaces on each of the two semi-infinite solids are found to be ellipsoids
around the contact area defined by
𝑟w
𝑧w
+ =1
𝑎w + 𝑙w 𝑙w

(1)

where (r,z) are cylindrical coordinates, 𝑎 is the spot radius, and l is the length of the
vertical semi-axis of the ellipsoid, as shown in Figure 2(a) [7].

Figure 2 – (a) Equipotential surfaces and current flow lines for circular electrical
contact between semi-infinite half space conductors with contact made only in
circular area with radius 𝒂, presented after Smythe [7] (b) Electrical constriction in
an infinite cylindrical conductor. Figure 2 is a model for Figure 1 with a single point
of contact.

Concentrating initially on only one of the conductors, under voltage, a series of
equipotential surfaces are formed within the material, perpendicular to the current
density vectors. The resistance between the equipotential surface with given semiaxis 𝑙 and the constriction (as in Fig 2a) as expressed by [7]

𝑅z =

𝜌
2𝜋

z
B

𝑎w

𝑑𝑙
𝜌
𝑙
=
tan•V
w
+𝑙
2𝜋𝑎
𝑎

where ρ is electrical resistivity.
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(2)

The spreading resistance, Rs, is the resistance between the equipotential

surface at very large l and the constriction yielding
𝑅Q =

𝜌
4𝑎

(3)

Since the spreading resistance will occur on both sides of the electrical contact
interface, the total resistance through the constriction, or constriction resistance
Rconstriction, is equal to the sum of the spreading resistances on each side of the constriction
𝑅bcdQefgbegcd =

𝜌
𝜌V + 𝜌w
=
2𝑎
4𝑎

(4)

where subscripts 1 and 2 indicate contact materials of different resistivities if two
different contact materials are used.
Electrical current flow is further constricted by the formation of electrically
insulative films on the conductor’s surfaces, such as surface oxides. The insulative film
must either be mechanically broken to allow current flow through bulk conductive
materials, or be conducted through, adding an additional resistive value. Holm [4]
considers the effect of insulative films, including film thickness, contact pressure, and
electrical contact voltage. Together with constriction resistance as presented in Eqn. 4,
these two current restrictions are the most common electrical contact resistances found
and resistance due to the insulative film is termed film resistance. These two resistances
are often added together to estimate the total contact resistance. The formation of
intermetallic layers and surface oxides will be further discussed in section 2.5 after
discussion of thermal effects are introduced.
For heavily mechanically loaded electrical contacts, the assumption that the
contact has been loaded to the point of full plasticity is often used to simplify contact area
7

calculations and the need to know the geometry of contacting asperities, number of
contacting asperities, and elastic response of the material is eliminated. Using these
assumptions, the area of contact can be found using the equation:
𝐴=

𝐹
𝐻

(5)

where 𝐹 is the force applied across the electrical contact, 𝐴 is the area of contact, and H is
the hardness of the softer material (typically Vickers hardness is used). This equation can
be adapted for determining the resistance across a plastically loaded electrical contact
interface. From equation 4, and solving for contact radius in terms of circular area:
𝜌

𝑅bcdQefgbegcd =
2

(6)

𝐴
𝜋

where,
𝐴 = 𝜋𝑎w → 𝑎 =

𝐴
𝜋

(7)

Finally, if using equation 5 for the area of contact and rearranging the terms, the
constriction resistance for a plastically loaded electrical contact is given by

𝑅bcdQefgbegcd =

𝜌 𝜋𝐻
2 𝐹

(8)

The foundation of electrical contact resistance resulting in constriction resistance will be
used to model the initial electrical contact set-up of the research presented. However,
material presented in sections 2.5 will discuss electrical contacts operating at elevated
temperatures and the transition from solid-on-solid contact to molten metal bridges and
arcing events, also found within the presented research.
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2.2

Current Concentration Models
In order to understand the interactions of currents within a conducting media

used in the following research, the formation of eddy currents, and the concentration of
current must be modeled. Smythe [7] has derived mathematical models for the laws of
magnetic interaction of currents and the induction laws of Faraday. Faraday’s Law of
Induction states for a magnetic flux, Φ, generated in a closed, conducting circuit, a
current is generated opposing the change of magnetic flux. The electromotive force, ε, in
volts is equal to the negative rate of change of the magnetic flux with respect to time, t:
𝜀=−

𝑑𝛷
𝑑𝑡

(9)

Studies found that in parts of the circuit where current is flowing, only electrostatic forces
are present. Thus the line integral of the electric field, E, around the circuit equals the
potential difference around the circuit, ε:
𝜀=

𝐸 ∙ 𝑑𝑠

(10)

In the same way, the current is equal to the sum of current density through the cross
sectional area
𝐼=

𝚤 ∙ 𝑛 𝑑𝑆
Š

(11)

where n is the unit normal vector to the surface. The magnetic flux through a surface is
equal to
𝛷=

𝐵 ̇ 𝑛 𝑑𝑆
Š

where 𝐵 is the magnetic induction.
Substituing these relations into equation 9 yields
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(12)

𝐸 ̇ 𝑑𝑠 = −

𝑑
𝑑𝑡

𝐵 ̇ 𝑛 𝑑𝑆

(13)

Š

Transforming the left side of the equation using Stoke’s theorem results in the equation
𝑛 ̇ 𝛻 × 𝐸 𝑑𝑆 = −
Š

Š

𝑑
𝐵 ̇ 𝑛 𝑑𝑆
𝑑𝑡

(14)

Equation 14 must apply to any arbitrary surface, simplifying to
∇×E=−

dΒ
dt

(15)

If the magnetic induction in the conductor is changing, then an electric field is produced
in the magnitude and direction dictated by equation 15.
The magnetostatic vector, 𝐾, is defined as a vector whose divergence is zero and whose
curl is 𝐵
𝛻∙𝐾 =0

(16)

𝛻× 𝐾=𝐵

(17)

Stating the electric field in terms of magnetic vector potential results in the equation
𝐸=−

𝑑𝐾
𝑑𝑡

(18)

Ohm’s Law will be used to model current flow in the conductor. Ohm’s Law assumes all
physical conditions such as temperature and working efficiency are kept constant. Ohm’s
Law is written as
𝑅=

𝛥𝑉 𝜀
=
𝐼
𝐼
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(19)

For a conducting medium, with element of cross sectional area dS, element along curve s,
ds, and the angle between ∇ε and ds being θ, the resistance is equal to
𝑅=

𝛻 e ̇ 𝑑𝑠
𝛻𝜀 cos 𝜃 𝑑𝑠
=
𝑖𝑑𝑆
𝑖𝑑𝑆

(20)

If ds is numerically equal to dS, the resistivity then becomes
𝜌=

𝛻𝜀
cos 𝜃
𝑖

(21)

For resistivity being independent of direction, θ becomes zero and the electromagetic
force equals
𝛻𝜀 = 𝜌𝚤

(22)

Equation 15 and 22 then become
𝜌(𝛻 × 𝚤) = −

𝜌𝚤 = −

𝑑𝐵
𝑑𝑡

𝑑𝐾
𝑑𝑡

(23)

(24)

Magnetic fields are then formed by the current flowing in the conductor with magnetic
permeability µ
𝛻×𝛣 = 𝜇𝚤

(25)

𝛻 w 𝐾 = −𝜇𝚤

(26)

Combining equations 23, 24, 25, and 26 results in an equation that represents current
distribution of electrical current flow in any material with permeability in the range of
medium conductors and uniform properties
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𝜇 𝑑𝚤
= ∇w 𝚤
𝜌 𝑑𝑡

(27)

For special cases, equation 27 can be used to solve for current densities in extended
conductors for various geometries, such as conductors under alternating current. In the
study of heat transfer, the heat conduction equation is similar in form to equation 27 with
the variation that it contains vector quantities for the dependent variable rather than the
scalar quantities found in the heat conduction equation. One special case to simplify
equation 27 is to assume a half space is placed under an alternating current. The steady
state skin effect becomes [7]
•

iš = iB e

œ•
wž

Ÿ

¡

ωµ
cos ωt −
2ρ

V
w

𝑧

(28)

with 𝑖¥ for current density of current flowing in the x direction, angular frequency 𝜔, z
being positive into the half space, and i0 being the current density at 𝑧=0. The skin effects
for AC current will be closely related to skin effects for transient current pulses generated
by the power supply used in the testing of electrical contacts in this research. A key
component of this research will be using the exponential distribution of current density
from the surface of the specimen to model current flow through the electrical contact
interface.
2.3

Cylindrical Current Densities
Non-uniform current density distribution can also result from reduction of

conducting area. The research presented will contain several instances of reduction of
area for electrical current flow as power is transmitted from the capacitor bank supply to
the testing specimen, as will be detailed in Section 3.1. For a circular constriction in an
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infinite cylindrical conductor of radius, R, shown in Figure 2b, Timsit [8] shows a
Laplace’s equation can be used with the boundary conditions given below, where 𝑉 is
voltage, 𝑖 is current density, and a is the radius of the constriction, to find the constriction
resistance to be

𝑅bcdQefgbegcd =

𝜌
2𝑎

1 − 1.41581

𝑎
𝑎
+ 0.06322
𝑅
𝑅

w

+ 0.15261

𝑎
𝑅

±

+ 0.19998

𝑎
𝑅

³

(29)

Boundary Conditions:
𝜕𝑉
=0@𝑟 =𝑎
𝜕𝑟

(30)

𝑉 𝑟, 0 = 0, 𝑓𝑟𝑜𝑚 0 ≤ 𝑟 < 𝑎

(31)

1 𝜕𝑉
𝑖 𝑟 ,
=
0,
𝜌 𝜕𝑧

(32)

0≤𝑟<𝑎
𝑟≥𝑎

Timsit [8] used the Laplace equation to then develop an equation for the current
distribution within a cylindrical constriction as shown in Figure 2b which follows the
equation:
𝑖 𝑟 =

1
2𝜋𝑎w

𝐼
𝑟
1−
𝑎

V
w w

(33)

where 𝐼 is the total current and a is the radius of the constriction. For the research
presented, reduction in area from large gauge cables to small cross sectional areas found
at the electrical contact interface will result in nonuniform current densities, additional to
the current density concentrations found in Section 2.2.
2.4

Thin Film Electrical Contacts
Studies into the electrical contacts between thin films have also been conducted

and pose detrimental effects of conducting current along a thin film. Due to a current
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concentration effect, the bulk of electrical current will be conducted at the surface of the
conductors used for this research, thereby increasing electrical resistance and heat
generated. Figure 4 shows electrical current distribution variation between two bulk
materials (in Figure 4a) and two thin films (in Figure 4b). In the case of thin film
electrical contacts, an additional spreading resistance, RS, occurs across the electrical
contact. The spreading resistance for thin films in equal to the resistance, RB, of
conduction through a thin film, and resistance, RT, across the thickness (LF), of the thin
film (as shown in Figure 3b)
𝑅a =

𝜌
𝑅h =
𝜋𝑎

·

V

𝜌
𝑅
ln
2𝜋𝛿
𝑎

𝜆d 𝑎
𝜆d 𝛿 sin 𝑅
coth
𝑅 𝐽Vw 𝜆d 𝜆wd

𝑅Š = 𝑅h − 𝑅a

(34)

(35)

(36)

where 𝐽V is a first order Bessel function, and λn is the nth root of the zeroth order Bessel
function. These additional resistances from conduction through thin films generate
additional heat and losses, reducing performance as will be shown by thermal
distributions found within the research presented.
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Figure 3 – Electrical current lines after Holm [4] through constriction of radius a
between (a) two bulk cylindrical conductors, and (b) two thin film cylindrical
conductors. Bold lines on either side of the constriction show non-conducting
interfaces between the conductors.
2.5

Voltage-Temperature Relations and Surface Effects
The preceding models assume electrical contact is occurring with constant

material properties, such as electrical resistivities. In experiments conducted at high
current densities, like the ones found in this thesis, heat generation can influence material
parameters and operating conditions. Models of current flow, heat generation, and
deformation of the electrical contact are developed based on the physical attributes of the
contact interface and the contact resistance. Models were developed for stationary
contacts including the softening and melting of the electrical contact materials as well as
electrical arcing between them. Temperature was shown to be a function of the voltage
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drop across the interface. The voltage drop across the interface therefore indicates
whether the electrical contact materials are softening, melting, or if electrical continuity
was being maintained by an electrical arc. The voltage-temperature relation for a
thermally insulated, solid on solid α-spot with constant thermal conductivity and
electrical resistivity, derived by Kohlrausch [4, 9] is
𝑉= 2

ht
hŸ

V

𝜆V 𝜌V 𝑑𝑇

w

+ 2

ht
h

V

𝜆w 𝜌w 𝑑𝑇

w

(37)

with 𝑇k referring to the melt temperature and subscripts 1&2 referring to each contact
material.
For electrical contacts operating at elevated temperatures or that generate heat as
discussed above, Slade [4] compiles research on the formation of intermetallic layers
between the electrical contacts, such as work on aluminum-copper solid-phase welds by
Wallach [10]. Interdiffusion of material across bimetallic contacts has been of interest in
the study of welds, such as friction and explosive welding, in addition to use in
microelectromechanical systems, MEMS, devices. In electrical contacts, the intermetallic
layers have been shown to typically increase electrical resistance and decrease
mechanical strength, causing concern for electrical contact performance.
Surface oxides, much like intermetallic layers, are detrimental to electrical contact
performance by increasing electrical resistance. For aluminum contacts in the presence of
oxygen, a brittle surface film of Al2O3 develops. Holm [2], Meyerhofer [11], and Slade
[4] discuss how the oxide film must be fractured in order to form metal to metal contact
and allow electrical continuity. Similarly, copper forms a surface film of Cu2O, although
this film has been shown to be more conductive than Al2O3 (Cu2O film resistance of
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0.09Ω, Al2O3 film resistance of 11.6Ω [4]). Additional contaminants, such as dust, at the
contact interface have led to reduction in performance and failure of electrical contacts.
As electrical voltage and temperature increase, the electrical interface transitions
out of typical solid-on-solid asperity contact and interfacial melting occurs. Melting of
the interface can occur when the voltage across the contact interface reaches the melt
voltage given by the Wiedemann-Franz Law [4]
𝑉k =

4𝐿 𝑇kw − 𝑇Vw

(38)

where L is the Lorenz constant, T is temperature, m subscript denotes melting voltage and
temperature respectively, and 1 indicates the bulk temperature of the contact material 1.
After the electrical contact melts, a molten metal bridge is formed to carry the
electrical current, as shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The electrical current conducting
through the bridge continues to heat the molten material, melting surrounding material
which in turn cools the molten metal bridge. Increasing the temperature or electrical
voltage across the molten metal bridge to the point of boiling or break voltage causes the
contact to become unstable and rupture. The rupturing of the bridge causes a very high
pressure wave (around for Ni-Cu contacts 100 atm [4]), low conductivity, and the
presence of metal vapor. After the pressure returns to close to ambient conditions,
electrical continuity takes the form of a “pseudo arc”. Pseudo arcing is characterized by
the transmission of electrical current by ions in the metal vapor. If the electrical contact is
then further separated, the pseudo arc transitions to a typical plasma arc, characterized by
electron flow through the atmosphere. Understanding the stages of electrical contacts
under high current and extreme operating conditions is essential to the research presented
within this work. In contrast to Slade’s research as presented, the focus of this research
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will be on creating the transition to electrical arcing through the generation of high
density electrical currents, rather than electrical contact separation.

Figure 4 – The four stages of molten metal bridge rupture and metal phase arc
formation under 1,000 A current (Slade [12]).

Figure 5 – Slade’s [12] diagram of the opening sequence of an electric contact;
formation of the molten metal bridge, its rupture, and arc formation. The bridge
begins at the melting temperature of the material, Tm, and reaches the boiling point
Tb.
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2.6

Electromagnetic Launchers
Electromagnetic Launcher power supplies, such as the one used in the this

research, are required to pass kilo-amperes and mega-amperes of current through multiple
electrical contact interfaces, as shown by Calvin [13]. The current is used to propel the
sliding armature down a pair of conducting rails using the Lorenz Force
1
𝐹 = 𝐿′𝐼 w 𝑧
2

(39)

where 𝐿′ is the inductance gradient, and 𝑧 is the direction of travel.

Figure 6 – Calvin’s [13] diagram for the principles of electromagnetic launch.
Bansal’s experiments [14] aimed to model the temperature rise at the interface of
two sliding bodies for pin-on-flat and flat-on-flat electrical contacts, study static electrical
interfaces, and then combine the two phenomena, studying the sliding of electrical
contacts under high current densities. Thus, a heat partition model due to coulomb
heating, heat partition theories, multi-scale contact resistance models, and sliding contact
models between both aluminum on aluminum and aluminum on copper were developed.
Bansal uses the Joule heating equation for an ellipse
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𝐼w 𝑅
𝑞=
𝜋𝑎𝑏

(40)

where q is the heat dissipated, a and 𝑏 are the ellipse major and minor axes, respectively.
Watkins [15] performed a material selection and evaluation of Cu-W particulate
composites for extreme electrical contacts. In the work, the Ashby method was applied to
selecting materials for extreme electrical contact, seeking to reduce Archard’s wear and
thermally assisted melt erosion, discuss effectiveness of composite properties under
extreme electrical contact, and experimentally analyze materials under pulsed electrical
contacts. Archard’s [16] equation is
𝑄=

𝐾𝐹𝐿
𝐻

(41)

where 𝐾 is a dimensionless constant, 𝐿 is sliding distance, 𝑄 is the total volume of wear
particles produced.
Siopis [17] assessed wear under high sliding speeds and high contact pressures. A
novel experimental method was developed to conduct sliding wear experiments in excess
of 1,000 tu and between 100-225 MPa of pressure. The research ended up finding three
regions of wear under the conditions: plasticity dominated wear from 200-800 tu, severe
plasticity from 800-1,000 tu, and melt lubrication above 1,000 tu. The following research
is able to superimpose electrical wear onto the previous studies of wear, such as those
conducted with sliding interfaces at high velocities.

2.7

High Current Pulsed Electrical Contacts
Jones [3] studied the wear of bimetallic pulsed electrical contacts closely related

to the material pairings and conditions found within the research to be presented. Jones
states that while extensive studies have been done for electrical contacts in typical
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machinery and power transmission operating at steady state, little research into high
current density electrical contacts under pulsed electrical currents has been conducted.
Jones designed a system capable of creating high contact pressures (up to 550 MPa) and
s¸
high current densities (50 ¹t
) on dissimilar metal interfaces. Jones describes the set up as

adiabatic due to the small time interval (300 µs) required to reach peak current. The
contact resistance drops rapidly after the initiation of the current pulse due to the melting
of the electrical contact, therefore increasing the conductive area at the interface. Transfer
of molten aluminum to the negative copper interface was observed upon conclusion of
the test.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7 – Jones’ [3] (a) experimental set-up showing voltage probe and contacting
aluminum and copper plates, (b) showing transfer of molten aluminum to the
negative copper plate after subjection to high voltage pulsed electrical contact
interface placed under 0.445kN of force.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8 – (a) 40kA peak current input electrical current pulse used for electrical
contact experiment, (b) Voltages and contact resistance measured during current
pulse experiment when placed under 0.445kN and 2.23kN loads. Induced voltage
has been removed from one set of data as shown.
Additional studies of pulsed contacts have been conducted by Barber [18].
Barber’s study details transition of electrical contacts at very high sliding velocities using
electromagnetic railguns. The term “transition” is defined as an abrupt change from low
to high voltage across the two sliding interfaces, indicating the formation of a plasma arc.
In his work, Barber states that there are multiple mechanisms that lead to transitions in
railguns. Typically, mechanical failures in the sliding armature lead to loss of contact
force which leads to transitions. Failure mechanisms include current concentration due to
a velocity skin effect, magnetic blow-off forces, electrodynamic contact unloading, wear
of material at the contact interface, and loss of contact force due to mechanical failure of
the armature. Armatures have been shown to fail mechanically by fracture, magnetic
sawing, and overaction of the armature structure. Magnetic sawing is a phenomenon
found in unstable, high magnetic fields. The instabilities produce fine saw like cuts and
large openings, termed blow holes [19] Action limits, 𝑔, are material parameters based
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on electrical heating (i.e. amount of current required to melt or vaporize material at the
contact interface). Overaction, including overaction of the armature, describes failure of
the electrical contact interface to conduct current through specimen material due to
vaporization of material caused by heat generation from the passage of electrical current
and leads to the formation of an electrical arc. Action limits are defined by
𝑔≤

𝐼w
𝑑𝑡
𝐴w

𝑔 ≅ 20,000

𝐴w
𝑚𝑚³

(42)

(43)

To further detail the event of magnetic blow-off, Barber [20] experimented with
armatures with this failure mechanism. Barber states that the contact force must remain
greater than the magnetic blow off force given by the equation
𝐹zgd»

𝜇B 𝐼 w ℎ
2𝑎
=
1−
8 𝑧
ℎ

(44)

where 𝜇B is the magnetic permeability of free space, ℎ is the mean dimension of the
armature, and 𝑧 is the specimen length.
Barber [21] also published a paper detailing the physical understanding behind the
transition events found in railguns. In Barber’s paper, he shows that the electrical
contacts are adiabatic, while most electrical contact work focuses on electrical contacts in
equilibrium, and develops a predictive model for when transition occurs. The assumption
of adiabatic conditions for the electrical contact work presented by Barber is accurate due
to the short time frame in which heat is being generated by the current pulse, not allowing
time for heat to diffuse to surrounding material. Material pairing constants also are
described and backed with experimental data. Contact transition constants, used for
ranking material selection, are formulated using the following equation
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𝑘=

𝐴
𝐼w
𝑑𝑡
𝐹

(45)

Stefani and Parker [22] further investigated the importance of electrical versus
mechanical heat generation and the governing parameters for armature material loss. It
was shown for velocities under 1 st
, electrical heat generation dominated, and
u
mechanical heat generation dominated above 1

¼k
Q

. Power dissipation at the contact

interface was derived experimentally to be
𝑃 𝑊 =

𝑑 𝑤 𝛿 𝑧 𝐶G Δ𝑇 + ℎO
¿À
Á

= 1,300

𝑊
∗𝑉
𝑉

(46)

where 𝑑 is density, 𝑤 is the specimen width, 𝛿 is the film thickness, ℎO is the heat of
fusion, and 𝐶G is the specific heat capacity. The models presented assume that the
distribution of heat and electricity are uniform across the contact interface and that the
interface is only found at a single stage of operation at a time. However, section 2.1
through 2.4 have shown that under the operating conditions described (transient electrical
current and constrictions present), current distributions form, causing local current
densities far exceeding those predicted by uniform distributions.
For the research shown, no melting would occur if uniform current densities were
seen at the contact interface. However, results provided by the research presented prove
that molten electrical contact interfaces form due to the concentration of current at
locations along the interface. The research presented in the following chapters expands
upon and combines results found in the presented background material. Discrete
modeling of a differential element allows for parameter variation across the contact
interface while holding constant parameters at a given point in time. The effects of
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current density on a differential volume of material can then be analyzed to determine the
state of that differential volume at any point within a given current pulse. Finally,
experimental testing will be used to verify the generated models. To perform these
experimental validations, current pulses reaching 258kA are transmitted across electrical
contact interfaces with max cross sectional areas of 1.8 cm2, as to be detailed within the
next section addressing experimental methods.
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CHAPTER 3.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

Research to analyze current concentrations within high current electrical pulses on
contact surfaces was accomplished at Georgia Tech’s Laboratory for Extreme Tribology
& Diagnostics. To investigate current densities found within the electrical contact
interfaces, the following equipment was needed: a pulsed power supply, a high current
transmission assembly, and a containment. The containment is designed to shield
instruments and personnel from objects being accelerated to high velocities by the
electromagnetic pulse, ejection of high temperature material capable of igniting or
scorching surroundings, and high voltages, which can pose safety issues as well as
interfere with sensor readings. The use of a power supply from a small caliber (~15mm
bore, 1.5m long) electromagnetic launcher (EML) and breech were used to generate a
high voltage electrical current pulse.
Electromagnetic launchers have unique power capabilities, specifically the use of
high current electrical pulses (measured in the range of a few kilo-amperes to tens of
mega-amperes) and are used to propel objects at high velocities (above 2 st
) [13]. While
u
the primary interface of interest in EML’s is the sliding electrical contact interface, static
electrical contact interfaces are also inherent in EMLs and wear due to the transmission
of repeated pulsed high currents. The designed test apparatus is capable of various
configurations to allow for the testing of sliding electrical contact down a set of
conductive rails or stationary electrical contact, where the test specimen is held at a fixed
location on the rails. After the specimen has been loaded in the desired configuration, the
power supply is charged and releases a high current pulse down the rails and through the
test specimen. The duration of each current pulse sent through the containment is
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approximately 2 milliseconds, whether the equipment is configured for sliding electrical
contact or stationary. In both cases, the current pulse generates high loads via the Lorenz
force (exceeding 55kN). The containment was additionally designed for flexibility in the
use of various instruments, including electrical sensor ports or viewing windows for insitu videography. Post-experiment, the contact surfaces are analyzed using microscopy
and surface profilometry to observe melting, signs of arcing, and deterioration of the
electrical contact interface.
3.1

Containment and Power Supply
An objective of this research is to determine the characteristic properties of the

electrical contact interface for various material pairings. The electrical current pulse was
generated using a set of six capacitor bank modules, shown in Figure 9. Each capacitor
bank is rated to store 17.1 kJ of energy via five 210 µF capacitors capable of being
charged to 5.7kV. All capacitor bank modules combined stored a maximum energy of
0.1 MJ. From the capacitor banks, the current pulse flows through a thyristor, a 1.4 µH
pulse forming inductor, and reverse current diodes. The thyristor serves as a switch, the
inductor controls the current discharge rate, and the reverse current diodes prevent
current flow reversal. After passage through these components, a maximum amplitude of
300 kA and a peak discharge rate of 5 Ã¸
is achieved. Figure 10 highlights some details
u
of the series of capacitor banks and diagrams the transmission of the power to the breech.
The current pulse was transferred by via six 350MCM size, 3m long coaxial cables to the
breech, which is a large copper and glass fiber composite (G-10 garolite) block used to
combine the current from the six cables. The breech serves to combine and transfer the
current to a set of copper rails fixed within the containment and in contact with the test
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specimen, as shown in Figure 11. Table 1 details the specific components used in the setup of the static electrical contact tester. The copper rails were cleaned with scotch brite
pads to remove oxidation before testing. The testing specimen surfaces were left as
machined, unless otherwise noted. One variation in rail dimensions took place after
damage to the containment occurred from test 7, as will be detailed in Section 5.1. Before
test 8, the copper rail width was reduced to specimen width 28 mm before reaching the
trailing edge of the specimen. This allowed the specimen to be held in place by the
sapphire window, G-10 stop block, and polycarbonate insulator, leaving the trailing face
exposed. After test 8, the rail width remained 15 mm from breech to G-10 stop and the
sapphire window was moved 3 mm away from the specimen. This move occasionally led
to movement of the specimen while tightening the bolts. As a result, the test was
considered a failed test and was redone. However, the widening of the rails, and
alternating voltage measurement location resulted in a more rigid and secure containment
set up.
Fourteen static electrical contact experiments and sixteen sliding electrical contact
experiments are presented. For conducting experiments involving sliding of the electrical
contact interface, a variation of the set-up allowing for the testing of sliding electrical
contacts is shown in Figure 12. The test specimen, being an armature, is allowed to slide
down the copper rails into a containment designed for housing sliding at high velocities.
The armature was monitored by high speed videography and IR videography only at the
initial position due to limitations in placement of windows later down the rails.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 9 – (a) Electromagnetic launcher power supply consisting of six capacitor
bank modules, provides current pulse to testing apparatus via six 350MCM size, 3m
long coaxial cables, (b) linear tribological test unit.

Figure 10 – Simplified electrical diagram for six capacitor banks providing current
to breech. Each individual capacitor bank is made up of five 210 µF capacitors in
parallel for a total of 1050 µF capacitance.
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Front View

Side View

Side View

(a)

(b)

Figure 11 – (a) Solidworks model of static electrical tester (b) picture of constructed
tester. For reference, the interface between the specimen and rails at front face of
the specimen, placed on the G-10 Insulator, will be referred to as the leading edge.
The opposite face will be referred to as the trailing edge, as marked by the red
circles.
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Table 1 – Tester components, corresponding to the labels in Figure 11.
1
2
3

Test Specimen
(14x9.4x19mm3)

4

Copper
Rails
Tests 1-6, 8:
Sapphire
Window

G-10
Insulator

Test 7, 9-15:

5
Polycarbonate
Insulator/Window

6
G-10
Insulator

7
A514 Steel
Containment Plate
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8
𝟕"
𝟏𝟔

grade 9

steel bolts

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 12 – (a) Sliding experimental set up connecting breech, sliding tester, and
electromagnetic launcher (EML) containment. Sliding armature labelled as 1. (b)
Subsection showing armature, copper rails, and sapphire window for IR
measurement. (c) Drawing with dimensions of the armature.
The containment for all experiments, shown in Figure 11, Table 1, and Figure 12,
consisted of a high-strength A514 alloy steel structure, electrical insulators built from
glass fiber composite (G-10 garolite), as well as polycarbonate and sapphire sidewall
insulators. The polycarbonate sidewall is transparent to visible light, while the sapphire
window is transparent to visible and some infrared (IR), allowing for monitoring of the
electrical contact interface and test specimen via high speed videography and IR
thermography. The containment interior consisted of two C11000-H4 rectangular copper
rails separated by the sidewall insulators and test specimen. The specimen allows for
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electrical continuity between the rails by a flat-on-flat contact interface. Use of four 7/16”
grade 9 steel bolts are used to secure the containment and place the rail-specimen-rail
interface under a 300 MPa contact pressure, as described in the next section.
3.2

Instrumentation and Measurement
Once the test specimen is loaded into the containment and connected to the power

supply, instrumentation is prepared to collect in-situ data from the experiment. Electrical
data acquisition of the pulse characteristics was achieved via voltage cables attached to
the top and bottom of the copper rails as shown previously in Figure 11 and as
component 5 in Figure 13. The current entering the breech was measured using Rogoski
coils looped around the 6 power supply cables, 3 for each cable. High-speed imagery of
the test specimen was recorded via a Phantom 7.3 high-speed video camera. A FLIR
SC6000R InSb high speed infrared camera captured IR imagery correlating to
temperature distribution within the set up. A sample rate of 33,057 fps and resolution of
256x128 were utilized for the Phantom camera (4µs exposure, .005 µs extreme dynamic
range (EDR) exposure, 30 µs image interval). The FLIR camera utilized a frame rate of
1,470 fps and a resolution of 128x128 pixels. The two cameras were positioned on
opposite sides of the test specimen and recorded the specimen through the polycarbonate
(for Phantom camera) or sapphire (for FLIR camera) sidewall insulators. The FLIR
camera reached over exposure at a temperature range between 95 °C and 350 °C,
depending on the sensitivity range used, and reached over exposure whenever an
electrical arc was present resulting in no IR data capable of being recorded.
Fuji prescale super-high pressure sensitive film was used to ensure uniformity and
magnitude of contact pressure at the interface, as shown in Figure 14. The film has a
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pressure sensing range of 130-300 MPa, indicated by the color of the film upon
compression and matching with the provided scale. To ensure uniform pressure
application, bolts were tightened gradually to a maximum torque of 65 ft-lbs, starting
with one bolt which passes through the G-10 stop, then the bolt in the opposing corner,
the second bolt through the G-10 stop, then finally the last remaining bolt. For the test
set-up using copper rails without reduced cross sectional areas, movement of the test
specimen from the centerline could result in non-uniform pressure distribution and a
failed test. Tests where this occurred required new rails and testing specimen and the test
was redone.

Figure 13 – Photograph of testing set up. In the foreground, 1) the Phantomworks
high speed camera and light. In the midground of the picture, 2) the breech, 3)
power cable 4) test structure, 5) voltage cables, and 6) catch tank. In the
background, 7) the FLIR IR camera.
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Figure 14 – On left, pressure sensitive film used to show uniform contact pressure
across contact interface. On right, example test specimen and copper rails after
loading without current pulse.

Figure 15 – Color correlation chart for pressure sensitive film. Density of color
(shown in Figure 14) is matched with chart, then used with chart presented in
Figure 16 to determine pressure.
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Figure 16 – Chart for correlating color density with surface pressure for pressure
sensitive film (see Figure 15 for color correlation chart). Atmospheric conditions
were within recommended range during testing.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 17 – (a) Example image taken from high speed video prior to current pulse
(b) example image taken from infrared video prior to current pulse. Difference in
color shows only minute temperature difference (a few degrees Celsius).
Uniformity of mechanical, electrical, material, and geometrical conditions were
measured or monitored to avoid alteration of results unaccounted for variables. All
standard block specimen experiments were loaded to an interfacial contact pressure of
380 MPa (55 kN) against C11000-H4 copper rails, as measured by pressure sensitive
film. Assembly and disassembly of the testing equipment was necessary to exchange
testing samples, verify integrity of sensors, and inspect equipment for damages. During
assembly and disassembly, testing parameters could be altered, such as differences in
force distribution at the contact interface or electrical performance parameters (such as
contact resistance) of the multiple electrical contact surfaces. Electrical contact surfaces
outside of the interfaces being tested include the connection between the breech and bus
bars, and between the bus bars and rails. To reduce uncertainty of error, repeatability
studies were conducted, such as the use of the pressure sensitive paper to verify contact
pressure and uniformity for multiple assemblies of all tested materials. Additionally, new
rails and samples were used after every disassembly, for plastic deformation of the rails
and samples occur during loading, whether a current pulse is initiated or not. Variation in
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electrical current properties could also result in variability of the test set up, so multiple
tests using the same operating conditions were conducted to verify the repeatability of
results in some configurations.

3.3

Analysis Methods
Several microscopy techniques were used to analyze variations in test specimens,

post experiment. To classify unique electrical contact regions, optical microscopy and
scanning white light interferometry were used to visually observe and measure changes to
the material’s surface. A Leica DM 4000 optical microscope was used to visually inspect
the test specimen surface for signs of melting and wear. Surface profilometry was
conducted using a Zygo NewView 6k scanning white light interferometer to determine
the topography of the electrical contact surface after the test. Resolution of the Zygo is
limited to a pixel-to-pixel resolution of 2.18 µm and 0.2 µm thickness, and limited
capability prevented accurate measurements of less reflective specimens. Additionally,
due to the large scan area (19 mm x 9.4 mm), a stitching application was used within the
MetroPro 8.1.5 software package.
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Figure 18 – Leica DM 4000 optical microscope used for imaging of electrical contact
surfaces pre and post-test. Characteristics such as melting can be observed with this
microscope.

Figure 19 – Zygo NewView 6k scanning white light interferometer used for surface
profilometry. The Zygo uses scanning white light interferometry to measure surface
depth of the electrical contact surface and calculate surface statistics such as Ra
surface roughness values.
3.4

Specimen Machining and Properties
Material selection is a driving factor in the performance and lifetime of electrical

contacts under high current pulse. In addition to the operating parameters, the thermal,
mechanical, and electrical properties all greatly influence the performance of the
electrical contacts. The primary mechanical property of the materials selected was
hardness, as it affects the initial contact resistance (as shown in equation 8), affects the
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rate of wear for sliding contacts (such as shown by Archard’s [16] simple wear model),
and affects the ease of crack propagation in the material after being placed under
mechanical and thermal loads. Electrical properties of interest are electrical resistivity
and magnetic permeability which affect the rise in temperature due to Joule heating
(shown by the equation 𝑃 ∝ 𝐼 w 𝑅) and the concentration of current density (shown in
equation 27). Figure 20 displays the distributions of possible inverse hardness values and
inverse electrical resistivities for conductive materials. Out of these materials, copper was
used for the rails for its superior electrical conductivity and satisfactory hardness.
Specimen materials used included pure zinc, aluminum 6061-T6 (an age-hardening
wrought Al-alloy), and 1018 steel (a low alloy steel). These materials were selected for
investigating the effects of electrical resistivity and hardness on performance. The
aluminum and zinc have similar electrical resistivity values, however different hardness
values (as shown in Table 2). The steel material has higher electrical resistivity and
hardness than both the zinc and aluminum used. Additionally, the steel was affected by
magnetic properties, where aluminum and zinc have no magnetic properties. Table 3
displays the magnetic permeability properties at 0 T for the materials selected for testing.
Magnetic properties are variable with strength of magnetic field in which they are
exposed, approaching 1, with magnetic field strength approaching infinity, as shown in
Figure 21. The final parameter reported in Table 2 is the melting temperature, which
influences the energy required to form a molten electrical contact interface.
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Figure 20 – Material properties of all solid conductors from CES EduPack 2016 [23]
Table 2 – Material properties for testing specimens referenced from CES EduPack
2016 [23]
Material
Resistivity
Hardness
Melting Point
(µΩ mm)
(Vickers)
(°C)

Pure Zinc
Aluminum 6061-T6
Steel 1018-CF

54-60
39-41
160-180

25-45
95-105
135-165

418-420
582-648
1482-1521

Table 3 – Permeability of test materials at magnetic field strength 0 T
Aluminum
Zinc
Steel 1018
Relative Permeability

Ç
ÇÈ

1.0000211

.9999842
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790.6271
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Magnetic Field Strength [T]
Figure 21 – Variation of relative permeability of 1018 steel with changing magnetic
field strength, measured by Field Precision LLC [24] (Appendix F). A maximum
magnetic field strength of ~25 T was used in the experiments described in this
document.
In addition to the type of material used, the machining procedures affect the
surface finish of the material. The aluminum and steel electrical contact surfaces were
finished with electric discharge machining, leaving a surface roughness of Ra=10µm,
shown in Figure 22 and Figure 23(a). The aluminum width and all sides, including the
electrical contact surface, of the zinc were machined on a mill. The final dimensions of
all block testing specimen are 14x9.4x19mm3. Armatures used for static and sliding
testing were machined with EDM.
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Figure 22 – Rails and aluminum test specimen prior to testing.

(a)

(b)

Figure 23 – (a) Aluminum surface under microscope prior to testing, with 500µm
scale bar. (b) Initial copper optical image, also with 500 µm scale bar
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Figure 24 – Collection of experiments conducted, showing testing specimen along
with copper rails. Long copper rails at top of picture are for sliding electrical
contact experiments done with armatures (see Figure 12).
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CHAPTER 4.

MODELS AND ANALYSIS

This chapter presents two current density based models for pulsed high current
electrical contacts. The first model, the current density distribution model, predicts the
effects of magnetic current interactions, building on work presented by Smythe [7]. The
model will map the current distribution within the cross section of the test specimen,
shown in Figure 11 of the preceding chapter, under pulsed electrical conditions. The
second model, the current density heating model, predicts the effects of Joule heating
caused by a current density pulse on a differential volume of material. Three critical
current densities, each for a single analyzed material model, are output: the current
density required to raise the temperature of the material in a differential volume to the
melting point, a current density required to create a fully molten differential volume of
material, and a current density required to vaporize the material. These models are
combined in Chapter 6 to form a multistate model of an electrical contact operating under
pulsed electrical contact conditions.
4.1

Isolation of parameters influencing current concentration
The concentration of current within the electrical contact interface is influenced by

the mechanical properties of the contacting material with a lower hardness, the electrical
properties of the materials, and magnetic properties of the current carrying materials.
4.1.1 Hardness parameter
Increasing a material’s hardness is generally known for increasing the wear
resistance of a material (Archard [16]), and increasing the potential for crack formation
and propagation. For electrical contacts loaded to the point where plastic deformation is
dominant, the initial contact resistance depends directly on hardness, as shown in Eqn. 8.
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The first stage of conduction across the electrical contact interface is solid-on-solid
contact between asperities of the two contacting materials. For the heavily loaded
electrical contacts, the contact will be assumed to have reached full plasticity, and the
elastic response of the material is assumed to be negligible. Therefore, the hardness of the
material increases the resistance across the contact interface by decreasing the cross
sectional area of conduction (known as constriction resistance, first reported by
Goetzberger [25]). Table 4, and Table 5 shown below show the apparent area of contact
(maximum possible area of contact between the specimen and the rail), the reduction of
conducting area predicted by Eqn. 5, and predict resistance values for solid on solid
conduction for the materials selected under plastic loading (found at the initiation of the
current pulse). For any electrical contact interface loaded to the point where full plasticity
can be assumed, the reduction in conducting area ratio, η, can be calculated using
𝜂=

𝐹
𝐻 𝐴ÊGGÊf»de

(47)

Based on experimental observations, for this research, the author proposed a
desired range for η is between 0.2 and 0.7. Above 0.7, the applied load severely deforms
the electrical contact, leading to mechanical failure of the system. Below 0.2, reduction in
conducting area at the electrical contact interface leads to high initial contact resistance
and therefore increased heat generation. Despite aluminum having the lowest electrical
resistivity, the T6 temper reduces the initial area of contact due to the higher hardness as
compared to zinc. Zinc’s area of contact approaches the apparent area of contact due to
its low hardness, leading to no constriction resistance. For the steel, the Vickers hardness
of copper was used in place of the steel’s hardness value due to the copper being the
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softer conductor. Zinc ends up with the lowest initial contact resistance, followed closely
by aluminum, then steel has the highest contact resistance.
Table 4 – Numerical values for variables used in initial contact resistance
calculations.
Reference Quantities
Apparent Area of Contact 179 mm2
Load Force

55 kN

Table 5 – Referenced and calculated quantities of materials tested in contact with
copper. Hardness and electrical resistivity values taken from CES Edupack [23].
Material
Vickers
Electrical
Area of
Conducting
Constriction
Hardness
¼ËO
kk

Resistivity

Contact

𝜇𝛺 𝑚𝑚

𝑚𝑚w

Area Reduction
Ratio η

Resistance
𝜇𝛺 𝑚𝑚

[-]
Aluminum 107

40

53

0.29

4.9

Zinc

30

57

179

1.00

3.9

Steel

150

170

49

0.27

34

Copper

115

22

–

–

–

In this application, constriction resistance also has an effect on current distribution
and localized heat generation by increasing the concentration of heat generated to a small
area, causing a molten interface to form sooner than would be predicted with assumption
of uniform current distribution across the contact interface (as to be discussed further in
Section 4.2). Once a molten bridge has been formed, contact resistance across the surface
will drop significantly (3 orders of magnitude for the materials presented) due to the
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increase in conducting area. Conducting area, A, increases due to material softening and
melting until A becomes apparent area. This will also lead to an increase of localization
of current due to following the path of least resistance, as to be discussed in the next
section.
4.1.2 Electrical resistivity effects
An additional factor effecting the concentration of electrical current is due to the
path of least electrical resistance. As the current travels from the first rail, to the
specimen, and back to the second rail, it undergoes a 180° turn, similar to a single turn
inductor. As a result, the current will concentrate at the trailing edge of the specimen.
Figure 25 shows the resulting current concentration for any electrical contact material.
The concentration effect is assumed to be linear with distance 𝑅 =

ÍÎ
Ï

.

Figure 25 – Plot of variation in current density due to path of least resistance.
Current concentration will occur at trailing edge.
4.1.3 Surface current concentration effects
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Current concentration is further effected by the formation of eddy currents, as
shown by Eqn. 28. Current focused on the surfaces of the conductor, similar to the skin
effect found in conductors carrying AC current. For this work, a transient current pulse is
used, so steady state can be ignored and the focus is on initial conditions. The peak of the
current pulse was used the estimate an equivalent to angular frequency used in eqn. 28,
with the current pulse peak symbolizing ¼ of a period. The period can then be converted
to angular frequency by the equation 𝜔 =

wÐ
Ñ»fgcÒ

. Finally, an equation for the exponential

decay of current density from each side is given by

iš = iB
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•
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(48)

Superimposing Eqn. 48, from each side of the testing specimen, Figure 26 shows a
generic concentration of current for a straight, infinitely long rectangular conductor
carrying a current pulse. This model results in the highest concentrations of current at the
corners of the specimen, where the maxima of each exponential decay from adjacent
sides meet resulting in an overall current density peak, and the lowest concentration of
current in the center, similar to Timsit’s model of a cylindrical constriction shown in Eqn.
33. From this relationship, in addition to the relationship presented in Section 4.1.2, the
current density distribution model will be formed in the next section.
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Figure 26 – Concentration of current close to surface due to skin effect under
current pulse for any conductor material. The peak current densities will be found
at the corners of the specimen for any material.
4.2

Current Density Distribution Model
Understanding current distribution of an electrical pulse traveling through an

electrical contact interface at high current densities presents a series of challenges.
Localization of current can lead to heat generation and material damage, as discussed in
Section 4.3. To model the concentration of current along the surface of the specimen,
both forms of current concentration, seen in Figure 25 and Figure 26, must be accounted
for. Using Eqn. 48, and material properties for aluminum, zinc, and steel, discrete
modeling of a current densities across a conductor can be modeled and implemented by
the code found in Appendix A and as shown in Figure 27, Figure 28, and Figure 29. The
assumptions made for this model are that the electrical resistivity is homogenous across
the material (does not account for concentration of current at asperities of the interface as
shown in Figure 1 or temperature dependent electrical resistivity from Joule heating), the
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magnetic permeability is not dependent on magnetic field strength, and area of
conduction stays constant (no gain or loss of material due to deformation or arcing). This
model presents the distribution of current at total current equal to 250 kA with the trailing
edge at -9.5 mm, and the leading edge shown at 9.5 mm on the x axis. Effects, including
shift in current density distributions upon melting of the electrical contact interface, are
not considered. The two largest peaks, at the corners of the trailing edge, are the highest
current density. A much higher concentration of current is noticed at the edges of the
steel specimen compared to the zinc and aluminum models (290 times greater current
concentration compared to aluminum). This model utilizes initial magnetic permeability
of 790, found at 0T. The last graph of Figure 29 shows current concentration properties at
relative magnetic permeability of 1.

𝑖
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𝑖

𝑖

Figure 27 – Current density distribution of aluminum on copper electrical contact
interface assuming uniform resistivity across the interface.
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𝑖

𝑖
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𝑖

Figure 28 – Representation of current density distribution of zinc on copper
electrical contact interface.
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𝑖

𝑖
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𝑖

Figure 29 – Concentration of current in steel specimen.
4.3

Current Density Heating Model
Local heating of the electrical contact interface due to variations in current

densities can result in multiple regimes of electrical conduction. At the initiation of the
electrical pulse, the contact surface is uniform such that conduction is taking place
through solid-on-solid contact of asperities. As local current densities increase, the
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interfacial materials will soften, leading to larger conduction area. As current density is
further increased, melting occurs creating a molten metal bridge for conduction of
current. At very high current densities, the material will vaporize leading to the formation
of an electrical arc or pseudo arc (conducting through metal vapor ions). The critical
values of where the material reaches the melting point, completely melts, and vaporizes
based on the local current density flowing through it are solved using standard heating
curves and relating electrical current to heat generation using Joule’s heat equation. The
following equation derivation assumes a differential volume of a single material is heated
by a uniform current density.
Joule heat equation states the power generated is equal to the magnitude of
current squared times the resistance.
𝑃 = 𝐼w 𝑅

(49)

The amount of heat generated is equal to the power times the duration of time.
𝑞 = 𝑃𝛥𝑡 = 𝐼 w 𝑅𝛥𝑡

(50)

For describing the heat generated in differential volume, current and resistance are
converted to current density, i, and resistivity, ρ, respectively, using the following
relationships.
𝑖=

𝐼
→ 𝐼 = 𝑖𝐴
𝐴

(51)

𝑅𝐴
ℎ

(52)

𝜌=

where h is the height of the differential volume and A is the area.
Placing these values into the heat equation produces
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𝑞=

𝑖 w 𝐴w 𝜌ℎ
𝑑𝑡 =
𝐴

𝐼 w 𝑅𝑑𝑡 =

𝑖 w 𝐴𝜌ℎ𝑑𝑡

(53)

For generating the heating curve, the standard formulations for specific heat capacity and
phase change equations were used
𝑞V
𝑞±
=
𝑚𝛥𝑇 𝑚𝛥𝑇

𝐶G =

𝐻OPQgcd =

(54)

𝑞w
𝑚

(55)

where q1 is the heat input into the solid phase, q2 is the heat input to melt the material,
and q3 is the heat input in the liquid phase.
The specific heat formulation was altered for use in differential temperature
increments
𝐶G 𝑑𝑇 =
Altering

Û
k

𝑞
𝑚

(56)

to differential form, starting by substituting equation 53 yields
𝑖 w 𝐴𝜌ℎ
𝑑𝑡
𝑉𝑑

𝑞
=
𝑚

(57)

where
𝑚 = 𝑉𝑑

(58)

where d is density. Volume is the height times the cross-sectional area
𝑉 = 𝐴ℎ

(59)

Substituting Eqn. 60 and 61 in Eqn 59 results in
𝑞
=
𝑚

𝐴ℎ𝑖 w 𝜌
𝑑𝑡 =
𝑉𝑑

𝑉𝑖 w 𝜌
𝑑𝑡 =
𝑉𝑑

Finally, substituting back into equation 54 and 55
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𝑖w𝜌
𝑑𝑡
𝑑

(60)

𝐶G 𝑑𝑇 =

𝐻OPQ =

𝑖w𝜌
𝑑𝑡
𝑑

𝑖w𝜌
𝑑𝑡
𝑑

(61)

(62)

Using the known values for heat of fusion, specific heat capacity, and current
density versus time function, the peak current densities required to heat a differential
volume of material to the melting point, is, liquify the differential volume of material, im,
and heat the differential volume of material to the vaporization point, il, can all be solved
for using Eqn 60 and 61 and the MATLAB code presented in Appendix B. Table 6
summarizes these current densities for aluminum, zinc, steel, and copper. For specific
heat capacity values, pure iron is assumed to represent the values for steel. These
solutions assume linear changes in density and resistivity while the material is melting.
Resistivity values for the aluminum have been linearly fit to Neuer’s data [26], and
values for the specific heat capacity with respect to temperature have been obtained from
NIST [27]. Figure 31 shows the current pulse used for analysis, the progression of
temperature, electrical resistivity, density, and specific heat capacity for raising local
temperature to the vaporization point. Temperature dependent material properties for
aluminum and steel assumed to be pure aluminum, iron, and copper, respectively. Figure
31, Figure 32, and Figure 33, present the current profile used, the temperature
progression of differential volume of material, the resistivity, the density, and the specific
heat capacity for aluminum, zinc, and steel. Each presented figure describes the
progression of the material to reach the vaporization point of the material. Figure 31(a)
presents the current pulse used to heat the differential volume of material for all three
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materials. The current is assumed to be distributed uniformly across the differential
volume of the material. Figure 31, Figure 32, and Figure 33 (a) present the progression of
temperature within the differential volume versus time. The temperature progression can
be used to determine the heating rate, as well as determine the time at which the material
reaches critical points, such as reaching the melting point. Figure 31, Figure 32, and
Figure 33 (b and c) present the material resistivity versus temperature and time. The
variation in resistivity will alter the rate of heat generation by a factor of two. Figure 31,
Figure 32, and Figure 33(d and e) present the variation in density through the test,
changing as the material melts from solid to liquid. The final figures in the set, Figure 31,
Figure 32, and Figure 33 (f), present the specific heat capacity for the material in the solid
state. Specific heat capacity is constant in the liquid state and enthalpy of fusion is use in
the mixed solid-liquid state. Iron in the solid state undergoes three phase transformations,
from α (ferrite) to γ (austenite) at 910 K then to δ at 1400 K
Table 6 – The peak of the local current density pulse (with the profile of the current
pulse shown in Figure 30) required to raise material temperature from initial
temperature to the melting point, is, the local current density required to fully melt
the local material, im, and the local current density required to raise the local
temperature to the vaporization point, il, are given for aluminum, zinc, steel, and
copper.
Current Density Aluminum

Zinc

Steel

Copper

is

s¸
tt

5.61

3.34

3.73

12.49

im

s¸
tt

6.26

4.81

3.97

12.52

il

s¸
tt

7.51

5.42

4.81

13.77
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Figure 30 – Graph shows current profile used in analysis of all Current Density
Heating Model analyses presented.

𝑇k = 993 𝐾

(a)

(b)

𝑇k = 993 𝐾

(c)

(d)
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𝑇k = 993 𝐾

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 31 – Progression of local spot till vaporization for aluminum. (a) graph
showing progression of temperature for local area reaching the vaporizing point,
(b)&(c) Graphs showing variation in resistivity of local material with respect to time
and temperature, (d)&(e) Graph showing material density with respect to time and
temperature, (f)&(g) Graph showing time and temperature dependent specific heat
capacity in solid state. Specific heat capacity is shown by Chase [27] to be constant
𝒌𝑱
in liquid state 𝐂𝐩(𝐦𝐨𝐥𝐭𝐞𝐧) = 𝟏. 𝟏𝟖 𝒌𝒈𝒌𝑱𝑲, 𝐇𝐟𝐮𝐬 = 𝟑𝟗𝟏
.
𝒌𝒈

𝑇k = 693 𝐾

(a)

(b)
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𝑇k = 693 𝐾

(c)

(d)

𝑇k = 693 𝐾

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 32 – Progression of local spot progressing till vaporization for zinc. (a) graph
showing progression of temperature for local area reaching the vaporizing point,
(b)&(c) Graphs showing variation in resistivity of local material with respect to time
and temperature, (d)&(e) Graph showing material density with respect to time and
temperature, (f) temperature dependent specific heat capacity is solid state. Specific
heat capacity is shown by Chase [27] to be constant in liquid state 𝐂𝐩 𝐦𝐨𝐥𝐭𝐞𝐧 =
𝟎. 𝟒𝟖𝟎 𝒌𝒈𝒌𝑱𝑲, 𝐇𝐟𝐮𝐬 = 𝟗𝟗. 𝟕

𝒌𝑱
𝒌𝒈

.
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𝑇k = 1809 𝐾

(a)

(b)

𝑇k = 1809 𝐾

(c)

(d)

𝑇k = 1809 𝐾

(e)

(f)

(g)
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Figure 33 – Progression of local spot progressing till vaporization for steel. (a) graph
showing progression of temperature for local area reaching the vaporizing point,
(b)&(c) Graphs showing variation in resistivity of local material with respect to time
and temperature, (d)&(e) Graphs showing material density with respect to time and
temperature, (f)&(g) Graphs showing time and temperature dependent specific heat
capacity is solid state. Steel exhibits four mathematical fits for specific heat from
298-1809K for α and δ phases, and one for γ. Guy [28] shows the change in iron
structure at different temperatures, changing phase between α to γ at 910K, and γ to
δ at 1400K. Heat of fusion and specific heat capacity is shown to be constant by
𝒌𝑱
Chase [27] in liquid state 𝐂𝐩 𝐦𝐨𝐥𝐭𝐞𝐧 = 𝟎. 𝟖𝟐𝟒 𝒌𝒈𝒌𝑱𝑲, 𝐇𝐟𝐮𝐬 = 𝟐𝟐𝟐
.
𝒌𝒈

𝑇k = 1358 𝐾

(a)

(b)

𝑇k = 1358 𝐾

(c)

(d)

𝑇k = 1358 𝐾

(e)

(f)
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(g)
Figure 34 – Progression of local spot progressing till vaporization for copper. (a)
graph showing progression of temperature for local area reaching the vaporizing
point, (b)&(c) Graphs showing variation in resistivity of local material with respect
to time and temperature, (d)&(e) Graph showing material density with respect to
time and temperature, (f)&(g) temperature dependent specific heat capacity is solid
state. Specific heat capacity is shown by Chase [27] to be constant in liquid
𝒌𝑱
state 𝐂𝐩 𝐦𝐨𝐥𝐭𝐞𝐧 = 𝟎. 𝟓𝟏𝟕𝒌𝒈𝒌𝑱𝑲, 𝐇𝐟𝐮𝐬 = 𝟏𝟖𝟕
.
𝒌𝒈
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CHAPTER 5.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Testing of electrical contacts under high current loading was performed on
aluminum, zinc, and steel in contact with copper rails resulting in melting, arcing,
deformation, and wear of the contacting conductors. Several parameters were
independently varied during the series of experiments conducted: the scale of current
pulse, electrical contact specimen material, specimen geometry, and stationary versus
sliding electrical contact. Table 7 summarizes the stationary electrical contact tests that
were utilized, noting variations in experimental parameters and key observations between
test specimen.
Table 7 – Overview of static electrical pulse tests. Unless otherwise stated, three
capacitor bank modules were charged for each experiment. Standard block is 14
mm tall by 9.4 mm wide, by 19mm long (9.4 mm by 19 mm contact area).
Peak
Specimen Surface
Current
Geometry
Observations
Material
Finish
[kA]
9 discharges with a single capacitor
bank charged to 100V. No change
observed to electrical contact
Aluminum
Standard
1
<8
EDM
surface due to pulse. Plastic
6061-T6
Block
deformation of the rails and
specimen surface due to mechanical
loading.
Lower limit of system to generate
Aluminum
Standard
current pulse and record data
2
8.2
EDM
6061-T6
Block
accurately. No difference in
observations to above test
22, 29,
Aluminum
Standard
Testing at multiple current pulse
3 39, 48,
EDM
6061-T6
Block
amplitudes on single specimen.
56
65, 71,
Aluminum
Standard
Testing at multiple current pulse
4 79, 157,
EDM
6061-T6
Block
amplitudes on single specimen.
239
Aluminum
Standard
First single discharge to
5
258
EDM
6061-T6
Block
development of molten interface
Aluminum
Standard
No arc seen. Melt profile matched
6
255
EDM
6061-T6
Block
predicted curvature of model
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Table 7 continued

7

8

Aluminum
6061-T6

EDM

Standard
Block

Variable 1018 Steel

EDM

Standard
Block

N/A

9

254

1018 Steel

EDM

Standard
Block

10

250

1018 Steel

EDM

Standard
Block

11

256

1018 Steel

EDM

Standard
Block

12

257

Zinc

Milled

Standard
Block

13

254

Aluminum
2500 grit
6061-T6

Standard
Block

14

255

Aluminum
6061-T6

Armature

EDM
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4 capacitor banks discharged
simultaneously resulting in
separation of rails from testing
specimen. Electrical arc formation
exceeded structural capability of G10 stop. Scorching and plastic
deformation of rails and specimen.
7 sets of capacitor bank discharges
through the specimen. Error caused
only 2 banks to fire for first 5
capacitor bank discharges.
Arc developed at initiation of
current pulse. Lack of curvature in
heat affected zone found in
aluminum and zinc samples.
Arc developed at initiation of
current pulse. Lack of curvature in
heat affected zone found in
aluminum and zinc samples.
Arc developed at initiation of
current pulse. Lack of curvature in
heat affected zone found in
aluminum and zinc samples.
Deformation of test specimen
observed (Lorenz force deformed
leading edge, compression caused
bowing of sample)
Lower initial contact resistance
than EDM block. Same melt pattern
and magnitude as EDM block. All
results similar after initial lower
contact resistance.
Melt profile shifted to leading edge
of contact surface (high contact
pressure, path of least resistance).

Figure 35 – Plastic deformation of rail and specimen purely by mechanical loading.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)
Figure 36 – Seven test specimens and rails: (a) EDM aluminum specimen (test 3,
same appearance as test 1 and 2) (b) EDM aluminum specimen (test 5) (c) EDM
aluminum specimen (test 6), (d) steel specimen (test 10), (e) zinc specimen (test 13),
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(f) 2500 grit polished aluminum specimen (test 12), (g) EDM aluminum armature
(test 14). The trailing edge is found at right most edge of specimen and rail electrical
contact interface.
Table 8 summarizes variations in results between sliding electrical contact
experiments researched. Overall, sliding contact appeared to result in far higher
formation in electrical arcs, due to removal of molten material from the contact interface
and variations in contact pressure caused by imperfection in rail to rail separation
distance, buildup of deposited material from previous tests, or wear of rails from previous
tests. Sliding contact experiments under near identical conditions show differing results
due to variations in contact quality at start up, deviation in the plastic deformation upon
loading, and buildup of aluminum deposit on the copper rails caused by multiple shots
being fired on a single set of rails. Controlled parameters for all sliding tests include the
use of 3 capacitor modules charged to 5.0 kV to create a current pulse with a 255 kA
peak, identical armatures with EDM surface finish, and recording via high speed
videography. Arc formation was captured via the high speed camera, and as a result of
the arc formation on every test conducted, thermal IR imaging could not be achieved. The
following chapter will present results on electrical current concentration within a contact
interface subjected to a high current pulse, the limitations of current carrying capacities,
and variations of performance based on surface properties of contacting materials.
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Table 8 – Overview of sliding electrical contact tests. Specimen material is
Aluminum 6061-T6, three modules of the power supply were charged to 5.0 kV
creating a 255 kA peak current electrical pulse, the surface finish was EDM, and the
geometry was the armature. Electrical arcs were monitored by high speed
videography.
Observations
1
Small arc at start up, sustained arc later
2
No arc at startup, sustained arc later
3
Small arc at startup, sustained arc later
4
Small arc at startup, sustained arc later
5
No startup arc, sustained arc later
6
Small arc at startup, sustained arc later
7
Small arc at startup, sustained arc at leading edge shortly after
Small arc at start up, sustained arc later. Shot on new set of rails, with no
8
proceeding shots fired.
9
Sustained arc at leading edge at initiation
10
Sustained arc of increasing magnitude
11
Small arc at startup, sustained arc later
12
Three-point arc at startup, sustained arc later
13
No arc at startup, no sustained arc, 3 smaller arcs
14
Unknown startup, sustained arc later
15
Unknown startup, sustained arc later
16
Large arc at leading edge at start up
5.1

Variation in Current Pulse Scale
The first series of test (1-7 of Table 7) consisted of current pulses of increasing

magnitude being sent through aluminum 6061-T6. Test 1 and 2 were used for testing the
lower limit capabilities of the system to send and measure lower magnitude current
pulses. For test 1 electricity from a single capacitor module, charged to 100 V, is
delivered through the testing specimen with amplitudes low enough to not be detected by
the electrical data acquisition system. Test 2 consisted of a single discharge of a single
capacitor bank, charged to 600 V generated the current level shown in Figure 37. Heat
generation at the surface was insufficient to create noticeable change in the surface such
as melting of the contact interface. Plastic deformation of the rail and aluminum
specimen was observed under the 300 MPa load, similar to deformation shown in Figure
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35. Small amounts of copper material transferred to the aluminum specimen possibly due
to melting of asperities, residual particulate of copper left on the copper rail after cleaning
with scotch brite scouring pads and acetone, or transfer of material due to mechanical
loading.

Figure 37 – Low current pulse, used on test 2’s aluminum specimen.
Test 3 consisted of four discharges, each discharge increasing the total current
sent through the sample. The current pulses are shown in Figure 38. Figure 39 and Figure
40 isolate the first current pulse used on the test specimen and show the IR videography
frame directly following the passage of the current pulse through the sample. Optical
micrographs of the final electrical contact surface are shown in Figure 42 with the
corresponding rail shown in Figure 43. Copper transfer similar to that seen in the
mechanical load test, test 1, and test 2 is seen on the aluminum specimen. The
aluminum’s asperities also show signs of increased deformation or melting as compared
to the mechanically loaded test. This finding supports the research presented by Holm [2]
stating that electrical current is conducted through asperities between electrical contacts.
In addition, the current density levels were sufficient to soften and partially melt the
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asperities, as discussed in Section 4.1.1. Figure 49 highlights the temperature profiles
along the electrical contact interfaces for the test. The peak temperature at the interface
exceeded the sensing range for the IR camera and displays the maximum measurable
temperature for those areas.

Figure 38 – Set of incremental current pulses sent through aluminum test block 3.
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Figure 39 – Last current pulse used on test block 3.

Leading edge

Trailing edge
Current Path

Figure 40 – Thermal imagery captured from test 3 utilizing an aluminum sample
with current pulse shown in Figure 39. Temperature scale is based on factory
calibration of thermal camera and was limited to a maximum temperature of 95.8
°C with settings used during this experiment.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 41 – Temperature distributions along the electrical contact interfaces shown
in Figure 40. Figure (a) is the bottom electrical contact surface, while (b) is the top.
Near the trailing edge, the temperature exceeded the maximum sensing range of the
IR camera. The small peaks in the temperature distribution are believed to be from
hot debris ejected from near the trailing edge.

Melted Alum.
Asperities

Copper
Transfer
Figure 42 – Aluminum electrical contact surfaces from test 3 showing copper
transfer (red brown material) and previously melted aluminum asperities. (500µm
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scale bar). Copper transfer is potentially copper dust remaining on rails after
acetone cleaning or melting of asperities.
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Figure 43 – Copper rail electrical contact surfaces from test 3. Small amounts of
molten aluminum transfer are seen, as well as plastic deformation due to asperity
contact. (500µm scale bar).
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Figure 44 – Set of incremental current pulses sent through aluminum test block 4.
Last discharge discharged 3 modules at 95 µs and 200 µs.
Test 5 and 6 are the first in a series of repeated current pulse scale tests, as shown
in Figure 45, and will be further discussed in Section 5.2. The current pulse concentrated
along the trailing edge for test 5, while for test 6, the highest current concentration was
found a few millimeters from the trailing edge of the specimen. This is possibly due to
the widening of the copper rail after structural reinforcement of the containment was
performed after test 7 (detailed at the end of this section). Each area of current
concentration created a localized heat generation area, resulting in the formation of a
molten metal bridge. Figure 50 shows the electrical contact surface from test 6. Figure 51
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shows a magnified view of the boundary between the molten and unmelted area of the
electrical contact surface. This area, 5 mm further away from the trailing edge, is where
the highest localized heat generated moved to when comparing test 5 and test 6.
Current

300

Current
[kA]

250
200
150
100
50
0

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1

1.2

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Time [ms]

Figure 45 – Standard high current pulse used in testing. Seven current pulses from
experiments across all tested materials are graphed to show repeatability of the
current pulse.
Trailing
edge
Trailing
edge

Figure 46 – Test 5 of aluminum standard block, along with the copper rails used.
The current pulse with a 255 kA peak resulted in melting the surface near trailing
edge, and maintaining current flow through a molten metal bridge.
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Figure 47 – Series of micrographs taken from test 5. First three micrographs taken
at the trailing edge corner, the last taken about 2 mm from the trailing edge.
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Figure 48 – Test 5 copper railing micrographs. First three taken at the trailing edge,
last taken at spot approximately 2 mm closer to the interior.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 49 – Temperature distribution of the (a) bottom and (b) top electrical contact
interface for test 5.

Trailing
edge
Trailing
edge

Figure 50 – Test 6 of aluminum standard block, along with the copper rails used.
The current pulse with a 255 kA peak resulted in melting the surface near trailing
edge, and maintaining current flow through a molten metal bridge.
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Figure 51 – Micrograph enlarging detail of aluminum test specimen seen in Figure
50. Curvature profile roughly matches line of constant amplitude current density,
calculated by current density distribution model. In addition, the molten line seen
intersects the location of highest heat generation seen in Figure 56.

Figure 52 – Optical micrographs of test 6 aluminum.
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Figure 53 – Optical micrographs of copper rails from test 6.

Leading edge

Trailing edge
Current Path

Figure 54 – Thermal imagery from test 6, taken after initiation of current pulse
showing ejection of hot material from contact interface, as seen in Figure 55. The
maximum temperature capable of being captured with the camera setting used in
this test was 95.8 °C.
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Figure 55 – Ejected molten aluminum found on sapphire window after disassembly
of containment after test 6.
Copper rail

Current Path

Trailing Edge

Copper rail
Figure 56 – IR imagery taken after passage of current pulse from test 6 showing the
highest localized heat generation on contact surface to be displaced approximately
5mm from trailing edge.

(a)

(b)

Figure 57 – IR counts for Figure 56, with (a) corresponding to the bottom electrical
contact interface and (b) showing the top interface. A shift in peak temperature
away from trailing edge, as seen in Figure 56, is noticed for all tests with copper
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bars without width reduction and is not predicted by the current distribution
modeled in Section 5.3.
Test 7 discharged four capacitor banks to test wear of the electrical contact
specimen under arcing conditions. At the current discharge rate achieved by utilizing four
capacitor banks, blow-off forces between the specimen and rails exceeded the 55kN
clamping force, resulting in separation of the rails, the formation of an alternate current
path through the system, and no electrical data being recorded. The pressure and heat
generated by the formation of the arc exceeded the structural limit of the G-10 plate
which prevented the movement of the testing specimen due to the Lorenz force. As a
result, the specimen shot out from between the rails and into the catch tank. Figure 58,
Figure 59, and Figure 60 show the plastic deformation of the rails and the scorching of
the equipment. After conduction of this test, reinforcement of the insulators, rails, and
containment was conducted and testing resumed at lower current discharge rates. This
test demonstrates the capability of electrical arcs at high current level to wear and deform
electrical contacting materials.
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Figure 58 – Copper rail after formation of arc across electrical contact interface in
test 7. Bend in rail and blackening are results of electrical arc formation.
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Figure 59 – Videography of test set up before and after current pulse resulting in
arc flash. G-10 stop block (shown on left) was forced out into a catch tank, along
with the test specimen.

Figure 60 – Rails and test specimen after arcing in test 7.
5.2

Influence of electrical contact material pairing and surface preparation
The second series of tests (8 through 14 of Table 7) investigated the effects of

material and surface properties under a consistent electrical current pulse, in addition to
testing an armature design under static electrical loading in place of the standard
14x9.4x19mm3 block. Aluminum 6061-T6, commercially pure zinc, and 1018 steel were
selected to be tested under current loading shown in Figure 45. A comparison of the
electrical contact surface for each material after transmitting the current pulse is shown in
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Figure 61. The area closest to the trailing edge was shown to receive the highest current
density loading, resulting in the formation of molten specimen material. The aluminum
and zinc specimen additionally showed sign of current concentration along the side walls
of the specimen, as shown by the curvature of the molten region and predicted by the
current density distribution model.

Trailing Edge
Figure 61 – Comparison of testing samples-aluminum (left, test 6), zinc (center, test
12), steel (right, test 10). The face seen is the top face, perpendicular to current flow.
The molten surfaces are along the trailing edge of the 9.4x19mm2 testing block.
Tests 9-11 were performed on the steel specimen resulted in the formation of an
electrical arc 2-3 mm from the trailing edge, as shown in Figure 62. The arc formation
near the time of initiation of the current pulse is due to the high local current density, as
predicted by the current density distribution model, and large reduction in initial
conduction area, caused the high material hardness. Thermal camera could not be used to
capture temperature profile along the specimen electrical contact surface due to the
formation of an arc, which emitted enough IR radiation to exceed the camera’s sensing
capabilities.
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Figure 62 – High speed video capturing arc initiation point for steel, shown to be in
same location as peak temperature of aluminum and zinc thermal videography.
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Figure 63 – Optical micrograph of steel specimen’s electrical contact surface from
test 10. The first two micrographs are taken from the tailing edge corner of the steel
specimen, while the last is of the steel specimen interior. the red box in the second
micrograph shows the point of arc initiation.
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Figure 64 – Optical micrograph of copper rail from test 10, experimenting with steel
specimen. The trailing edge corner is shown with a red box around the arc initiation
point.
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Figure 65 – Optical micrograph of copper rail from test 10, experimenting with steel
specimen. Location is halfway between trailing edge and leading edge, along the side
wall.
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Figure 66 – Optical micrograph of copper rail from test 10, experimenting with steel
specimen. Leading edge corner shown.
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Figure 67 – Optical micrograph of copper rail from test 10, experimenting with steel
specimen. Point of electrical arc formation.
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Figure 68 – Optical micrograph of copper rail from test 10, experimenting with steel
specimen. Point of electrical arc formation.
Test 12 was performed commercially pure zinc. Due to the specimen’s low
hardness, some plastic deformation was noticed upon preloading of the specimen under
the 55kN contact force. Figure 70 shows the amount of molten zinc transfer to the rails
during the test. Larger areas of molten material were found near the sides of the specimen
than found in the center, in agreement with the current density distribution model. A
surface mapping of the zinc specimen also shows approximately 25 µm of material
removed in the area of greatest wear, with a buildup of approximately 40 µm of material
found along the trailing edge, as seen in Figure 72 and Figure 73.
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Figure 69 – Optical micrographs of copper rails used in test 12 of zinc specimen.
The first two optical micrographs show the trailing edge corner, while the last is
taken a few millimeters further toward the interior.
Region of
highest wear and
concentration of
molten material

Figure 70 – Molten zinc material transfer to copper rails from test 12 (500 µm scale
bar). Region of highest wear, seen in Figure 72 and Figure 73. This region
additionally corresponds to the region on the side of the specimen with the greatest
heat generation, seen on the IR videography for the aluminum sample, shown in
Figure 56, and arc initiation point for steel, seen in Figure 62.
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Figure 71 – Plastic deformation of zinc specimen. Leading edge is deformed due to
the Lorenz force pressing the specimen against the G-10 stop. The clamping force
deformed the specimen along the height of the specimen.

Figure 72 – 3D profile of zinc testing specimen (surface in contact with lower rail).
Trailing edge is shown to have highest profile on the right, followed by a wear
region and possible metal ion arc formation at lowest profile. Some blackened area
was incapable of being captured by the SWLI due to low index of reflection and
high gradient causing angle of incidence too high to be captured.
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Figure 73 – 3D profile of zinc specimen (surface in contact with top copper rail).
Surface shows slightly reduce size of elevated region by trailing edge of specimen
when compared with Figure 72, however has a larger gradient to the trailing edge.
Test 13 was performed on a polished aluminum sample to investigate the effects
of surface roughness on the electrical contact performance. Initial contact resistance,
shown in Figure 74, was decreased in magnitude when compared to test 6, demonstrating
that surface finish has some effect on electrical contact performance. However, contact
resistance for both tests quickly decreased following the initial pulse initiation due to the
formation of a molten metal bridge. Melt and wear patterns match those of other
aluminum test blocks. Surface profilometry shows a level area near the trailing edge,
approximately the same level as the bulk of the contact interface. A worn gap,
approximately 20 µm deep, separates the trailing edge from the unmelted contact
interface.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 74 – Resistance across the copper rails for (a) EDM surface finish aluminum
(test 6) and (b) polished surface finish aluminum (test 13). Only the first 40 µs of the
current pulse are displayed.

(a)

(b)

Figure 75 – IR distribution from (a) bottom and (b) top electrical contact surfaces
for the polished aluminum specimen (test 13).
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Figure 76 – Surface profilometry taken from polished aluminum sample (test 13).
Similar characteristics to those found in zinc with elevated region next to trailing
edge, followed by an area of lower before returning to surface left undamaged by
electrical pulse.
The final static test presented, test 14, switched the block specimen for an
armature, seen in Figure 77, Figure 78, and Figure 79. Variation in the stiffness of the
armature legs result in a nonuniform pressure distribution, as measured by the pressure
sensitive film shown in Figure 77. Due to high pressures at the leading edge of the large
contact surface, electrical current travelled through the far side of the electrical contact
interface. In addition, concentration of current at the throat of the armature, shown in
Figure 78 and Figure 79, resulted in softening of the armature material and shows signs
of plastic deformation (in addition to plastic deformation shown from loading).
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Figure 77 – Pressure sensitive film shown using pressure distribution at contact
interface between armature and rails.

Figure 78 – The location mark in red shows the area of an additional heat affected
zone caused by concentration of current at the surface. This heat affected zone can
weaken mechanical integrity of the armature legs, decreasing contact load and
possibly leading to failure of the armature.
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Figure 79 – Armature showing plastic deformation of legs after electric contact
loading and current pulse traveling through armature.
Figure 36 presents all materials and configurations tested under set electrical
pulsed conditions. Each specimen developed a molten metal region, as predicted by
research conducted by Jones [3]. However, the research presented here has presented the
find of concentration of current along the trailing edge of the specimen, with aluminum
and zinc displaying tendencies to prefer traveling close to the side walls of the specimen,
while steel shows signs of arcing at initiation of current pulse. Additionally, the research
has shown that while initial contact resistance may vary based on surface roughness, the
current path remains similar with related resulting contact surface condition. When using
electrical contacts with nonuniform contact pressures, such as shown in the case of the
armature, the current path prefers the highest loaded area. From the test results, the
aluminum material seems to handle the high preload force, distribution of current density,
and ability to carry high current loads with minimal material loss better than the zinc or
steel materials tested.
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5.3

Sliding Electrical Contacts
Sixteen tests, presented in Table 8, for sliding electrical contact using armatures are

presented. The main purpose of conducting sliding electrical contact experiments was to
observe variations between the static electrical contact results presented and sliding
electrical contacts. It was observed, through high speed videography, that the amount of
arc formation at the electrical contact interface far exceeded the number of arcs formed in
the static electrical contacts experiments. Due to much higher numbers of electrical arcs
found in sliding tests, IR imagery could not be collected due to over exposing the IR
camera’s capability.
Lorenz forces generated by the electrical current pulse, shown in Figure 80, are
used to slide the armature down the copper rails and research the effects of having a
moving interface compared to the stationary contact work done in the previous sections.
While additional factors, such as frictional heat generation, complicate the analysis of
sliding electrical contacts, these factors will be assumed to be negligible for the low
velocities monitored in the research presented. For test 1, 8, and 9, the armatures were
placed on the copper rails and the containment was built around them. For all other
sliding tests conducted, the armatures were slid into place along the rails and were fired
over previous test’s aluminum deposits (three sets of rails used with test 8 being the only
shot fired on the second set of rails). The sliding of the armature into place slightly
plastically deforms and wears the electrical contact surface, potentially resulting in
variability in electrical contact conditions between tests. Additionally, the buildup of
aluminum deposit on the rails and any previous damage such as wear or scorching of the
rails affects the quality of the contact interface. These alterations of electrical contact
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quality were attempted to be minimized by loosening the pressure placed on the rail prior
to loading, then reapplied when the armature was placed at the initial position. Due to the
high velocities achieved later in the sliding of the armature and the rapid deceleration
upon exiting the rails, the electrical contact surfaces were unable to be accurately
analyzed post-test.
Arcing was noticed at many points of testing during sliding contact experiments.
Arcing at the initiation of the current pulse, such as is shown in Figure 81 and Figure 82
is caused by the concentration of current sufficient to vaporize material locally. However,
down bore arcing, occurring after sliding initiated can also occur due to variation in
magnetic clamping forces and variations in rail surface profiles, resulting in separation
between the rails and armature. High speed video is used to capture the arcing location
and sometimes the magnitude of the arc (whether the arc maintains itself through the
duration of the pulse or reverts to standard electrical current flow through aluminum
material.

Figure 80 – The current profile used to accelerate the armature for sliding electrical
contact experiments.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 81 – High speed video showing formation of arc. (a) The initial condition,
before electrical pulse has been transmitted. (b) The next frame, 30 µs into the
current pulse, shows signs of arc formation at lower electrical contact interface. (c)
First frame showing beginning of sliding caught at 90 µs. Transition to full arcing
contact is in progress. (d) Over exposure of high speed video camera at 120 µs due to
arcing.

Top Rail

Bottom Rail

Figure 82 – Rails for sliding aluminum armature experiment. Damage is noticeable
from arcing at start up, with scorching of bottom rail and damage to top rail.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONSOLIDATION OF MODELS AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two models and three series of experimental testing have been presented. The
current density distribution model predicted the distribution of current due to magnetic
interactions of current, while the current density heating model predicted the effect of a
current density pulse on a differential volume of material. This chapter will highlight
how, when the two models are used in conjunction, insight and performance evaluation
of electrical contact materials can be achieved. The predictions of these models used
together will then be compared with experimental results.
Ideal electrical contact materials operating under extreme current densities have
two requirements: distribute current evenly across the electrical contact interface, and
carry large current densities without vaporizing. Table 9 presents critical results for
materials used in the modeling and experimentation of electrical contact placed under
high current pulses. First, the peak current density magnitudes are presented for the
experimental electrical current pulse profiles (seen in Figure 30) required to heat a
differential volume of the material to the melting point, to liquefy the material, and to
vaporize a differential volume of material. The final current density shown is the peak
current density found from the current density distribution model, shown in Figure 27,
Figure 28, and Figure 29. An effective electrical conductor operating under these
conditions will have a low current density required to raise the material temperature to
the melting point, moderate current density required to fully melt the interfacial material,
and a high current density required to reach the vaporization point of the material. The
low current density to raise the initial temperature to the melting point will allow the
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material to soften, therefore reducing the constriction resistance at the surface and serving
to increase the distribution of current across the interface. The moderate current density
required to melt the interfacial material will allow the formation of a molten metal bridge,
increasing the interfacial contact area to beneficial size without generating excess molten
metal causing ejection of material from the interface and leading to wear of the specimen.
The high current density required to vaporize the material will lead to the suppression of
the formation of pseudo-arcing and arcing. Aluminum shows the highest current densities
in all three critical values presented by the Current Density Heating Model, while having
the second lowest peak current density predicted by the Current Density Distribution
Model. This combination of current density values leads to adequate melting to occur to
drop the initial contact resistance, while still possessing the capability to carry the local
current density magnitudes generated. This finding is in agreement with predictions of
aluminum being the highest performing material of those tested.
Table 9 – Performance comparison for current density conditions of aluminum
6061-T6, zinc, and 1018 steel. The peak value of the current density pulse required
to vaporize is determined by the current density heating model as shown in Section
4.3. The peak current density is the peak value found for each material using the
current density distribution model found in Section 4.2.
Current Density
Current Density Current Density Peak
Required to Reach

Required to

Required to

Current

Melting Temperature

Melt Material im

Vaporize il

Density imax

¸
tt

¸
tt

¸
tt

Aluminum 5.61

6.26

7.51

1.61

Steel

3.73

3.97

4.81

467

Zinc

3.34

4.81

5.42

1.04

is

¸
tt
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Zinc is ranked second with the lowest peak local current density, but an inability
to handle the current densities of aluminum without vaporizing. While the low current
densities for both raising the interfacial material temperature to the melting point and
melting the material might seem beneficial, zinc’s already low hardness lead to this being
unnecessary and ineffective at increasing the material performance. In addition, the
amount of interfacial melting that is beneficial to the electrical contact performance is
dependent on the current profile used and the operational conditions. While molten
patterns for zinc and aluminum seemed similar, the large deformation and lack of
strength of the zinc lead to the conclusion of a lower overall performance. Steel, with the
lowest ranking current densities, is expected to perform worst with its comparatively low
current density required to vaporize and its very high concentration of current density.
From an electrical material prospective, this ranking may have been predicted, as
aluminum has low electrical resistivity, as well as acceptable hardness and thermal
properties. However, from a tribological standpoint, steel would have been predicted to
wear the least. The results show that despite steel’s high strength and hardness, it is the
most susceptible to arcing and electrical wear. Steel’s high hardness creates high initial
contact resistance, vaporizes quickly, and generates high local current densities leading to
damage to the contact interface.
While the location of the highest current density can vary between the current
density distribution model and experimental results, the conclusions drawn for the
superior contact material are supported by experimental results. Zinc showed slightly
higher amounts of wear than aluminum, which also supports its lower ranking than
aluminum. When comparing the temperature from the passage of current modeled by the
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current density distribution model with temperature profiles taken from the IR camera
along the electrical contact surface, the model fits the data well, as seen in Figure 83.
Two factors causing discrepancies between the models and experiments are the ejection
of molten material from the contact interface, as seen in experimental testing but not
accounted for in the models, and the influence of location of key asperity contacts. Figure
83 shows locations of elevated temperature not predicted by the model, and are believed
to be areas where molten material was found to be ejected as indicated by the IR camera
and findings of molten material on surrounding components such as the sapphire
window. The least squares fit of an exponential curve i = Ae• Ýš

Ÿ

as predicted by the

current density distribution model, to experimental data collected by the IR camera,
where 𝑇 ≈ 𝑖 w (assuming constant resistance, Eqn. 48), resulted in fit factors of A=9.1 and
B=15.8.
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Figure 83 – Temperature measurements taken from top electrical contact interface
as in Figure 56. Temperature at trailing edge of the specimen exceeded
measurement range of IR camera. The hot debris labeled in the graph is predicted
to be from molten material ejected from the interface. The equation fit was done
with an exponential fit of the same formulation as that predicted by the current
density distribution model (𝑻 ≈ 𝒊𝟐 , 𝑬𝒒𝒏. 𝟒𝟖), resulting in fit factors of A=9.1 and
B=15.8.
For analysis of materials for selection, four metrics were developed. These
metrics will rate the performance of a material in three areas critical for electrical
contacts performance, and the final metric will provide an overall performance metric.
The first metric, η, has already been presented in Eqn. 47 of Section 4.1.1. η predicts the
reduction of area of contact at the initiation of the current pulse. The next parameter will
describe the relationship between phase transitions and energy inputs. The third
parameter will deal with the degree of localization of current densities within the
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material. The final parameter will combine the second and the third parameter to predict
the overall performance of a material under a high current electrical pulse. these
parameters will allow the rating of any electrical contact material with known material
properties to be rated for use in high current electrical contacts.
The second metric, Q, is based on the left side of Eqn. 61 and Eqn. 62 with
constant specific heat over a temperature range. Q involves the amount of energy
required to transition between each state of operation, and can be modeled as
𝑄=𝑋∙

Cæ Tè + Cæ Té
2

𝑇k − 𝑇g + 𝑌 ∙ 𝐻OPQ + 𝑍 ∙

Cæ Tì + Cæ Tè
2

𝑇j − 𝑇k

(63)

Cp(T) the specific heat capacity of the material at different temperatures (Ti for the initial
temperature, Tm for the melting temperature, and Tb for the boiling temperature). Hfus is
the heat of fusion of the material. Q is desired to be maximized to achieve superior
performance and is a function of three stages of operation: the first stage of operation
being in the solid stage (Ti through Tm) given by the first term, the second being the
transition stage between solid (at Tm), and liquid is given by the second term, and the
third for the liquid stage (Tm through Tb) is given by the third term. Each stage has a
variable factor, X, Y, and Z for different stages of operation for the electrical contact. In
the research presented, a negative X is desired, which increases the value of Q for a
material which will soften quickly at the electrical contact interface at the initiation of the
pulse, resulting in decreased constriction resistance and the formation of a small molten
metal bridge. A small value for Y is selected for this research to select a material which
will not easily generate a large molten metal bridge, that results in ejection of molten
material from the interface. A large Z parameter is selected to find a material which
requires a large amount of energy to result in the vaporization/arcing of the material. The
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Q parameter can be used alone to select a material with a desired response to energy
inputs, or as part of the final parameter, ζ, as will be presented later in this research.
The third metric pertains to the material’s ability to distribute electrical current
throughout the bulk of the material. The energy distribution parameter, E, is based on
Eqn. 48, and depends on the average current density across the material at the peak of the
current pulse

ítØî
Ï

, times the concentration of the current at a depth, z, from the surface

of the conductor, and the duration of the current pulse, t
𝐼kÊ¥ ï
𝐸=
𝑒
𝐴

ÐÇ
Í Ñ»fgcÒ

w

𝑡

(64)

For superior performance, a small E is desired. From this equation, the material
properties affecting the concentration of current at the surface of the conductor are, µ, the
magnetic permeability of the material, and the resistivity of the material, ρ. Therefore, the
third metric for material selection, κ, is given by
𝜅=

𝜇
𝜌

(65)

An alternate, nondimensional form of κ*, is given by
𝜅∗ =

𝜇𝑧
−
𝜌 𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑

Both are desired to be minimized for superior performance.
The final metric, ζ, for determining the overall ability of a material to both
distribute current evenly and utilize the energy transported across the material effectively
is given by
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(66)

𝜁=

𝑄𝑑
𝐸𝜌

(67)

This equation is based upon Eqn. 63 and Eqn. 64 and accounts for the overall
performance of the electrical contact under a specified electrical loading situation. This
value is desired to be as large as possible. Table 10 presents the parameters used for
calculation of the metrics in this research. An X value of -1 was chosen for the desire for
a material to soften, reducing the constriction resistance at the interface. A Y value of 1 is
to allow a partial molten metal bridge to be allowed to form, once again dropping the
resistance at the electrical contact interface, without allowing for material loss due to
ejection of molten material. A Z value of 10 is the highest parameter chosen for the
detrimental effects of a fully molten electrical contact interface and the potential
formation of an electrical arc across the interface. For the materials and electrical loading
used in this research, the metrics are presented in Table 2. Materials with high values for
Q represent materials capable of handling higher energy levels. Large values of E and κ
represent materials that fail to distribute current evenly across the electrical contact
interface. Finally, materials with high ζ values represent materials that are best suited as
pulsed high current electrical contacts, due to their ability to transmit high electrical
current densities without degrading. These materials distribute current evenly and
suppress electrical arc formation.
Table 10 – Parameters for calculation of metrics used in the research presented
(Taken from Figure 30).
X [-] Y [-] Z [-] Imax [kA] A [mm2] z [mm] Period [ms] t [ms]
-1

1

10

250

179

0.25

119

0.105

2

Table 11 – Metrics for evaluation of materials and electrical loading used in the
research presented. For materials selection, preferred materials have higher Q and
Z, and lower E and κ.
Q [kJ/kg]
Aluminum
Zinc
Steel
Copper

E

Ï Q
kkÖ

21167
6338
2423
5818
10905 2.91x106
7799
7749

κ [s/m]
31.5
21.4
5860
63.0

ζ [-]
2.25 x108
5.03 x107
1.72 x105
4.51 x108

From the materials selected, aluminum shows the highest overall performance,
with a ζ value of 2.25 x 108. Copper showed the second best predicted performance, and
zinc shows the best E and κ values. Steel showed the worst performance in all categories.
For selection of additional possible materials, the standard temperature values of
electrical resistivity, specific heat capacity, density, and magnetic type can be used to
select materials for additional testing. A strong candidate material will have low electrical
resistivity, high specific heat capacity, high density, and be nonmagnetic (as shown by
the driving parameters in the ζ metric). Figure 83 shows materials available in CES
EduPack [23]. Copper ranks best based on room temperature material properties but
efficiency decreases at higher temperatures as shown in Section 4.3. Silver and SilverCu-Ni alloy could provide greater performance, however is priced at $353 – $563 per
kilogram [23]. Beryllium is a toxic substance when inhaled [23]. Gold is also too
expensive at $3850 – $4230 per kilogram [23]. Therefore Aluminum 6061-T6 and similar
aluminum alloys are the best materials for high current pulsed electrical contacts, if
health and cost constraints are also considered.
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Zoom

Figure 83 – Materials tested and additional high current electrical contact material
suggestions from CES EduPack [23].
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CHAPTER 7.
7.1

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions
A model has been presented to predict the electrical contact performance of

conductors under high current electrical pulses. Using the current density distribution
model, which expands on Smythe’s [7] derivations of the magnetic interactions of
currents, in conjunction with the current density heating model, derived from
thermodynamic principles by the author, characterization of the electrical performance of
conductors operating under high current pulse conditions can be achieved and used for
selection of contact materials. The model concludes that two material capabilities are
required: the ability to distribute current evenly across the electrical contact interface, and
the ability to carry large current densities without vaporizing. While both resistivity and
magnetic permeability of the material contribute to concentration of current, magnetic
permeability was shown to have the largest contribution to failure due to its substantially
larger variation throughout typical conductor materials. Similarly, in judging criteria for a
material’s ability to conduct large current densities without vaporizing, while density,
melting temperature, and boiling temperature affect the performance of a material, the
specific heat capacity and enthalpy of vaporization have the potential to have a larger
influence on material performance. More specifically, the specific heat capacity in the
material’s molten state should be maximized for performance optimization, due to the
beneficial nature of the reduction in contact resistance by the formation of a molten metal
bridge (resulting in the benefit of a low solid phase specific heat capacity). Aluminum’s
comparatively low current density required to melt, high current density to vaporize, and
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low magnetic permeability make it an ideal electrical contact material for transmitting
high current electrical pulses.
This research developed four metrics for ranking material performance as an
electrical contact operating under high current pulsed electricity. The first metric, η,
predicted the constriction resistance and mechanical deformation of the electrical contact
material. For example, zinc fell outside of the desired range for η, and experimental tests
showed large scale plastic deformation of the specimen. The second metric, Q determined
the relationship between the material’s state and the input energy, with a higher Q leading
to the ability of the material to transmit larger current pulses without causing degradation
or arc formation at the electrical contact interface. The next parameter, κ, presents a
parameter capable of predicting the concentration of current at the surfaces of the
conductor. Finally, ζ is used as a nondimensional parameter to predict the overall
performance of an electrical contact material transmitting a high current electrical pulse.
The findings from these metrics conclude that aluminum has the best overall
performance, as shown in Table 3, and is supported by the results of the models and
experiments. Additional test materials, such as the electrical contact alloy composed of
Silver-Copper-Nickel, have shown the potential to surpass aluminum’s metric ranking,
however are not feasible for the application due to the high cost of material. Therefore,
aluminum is concluded to be the best material for pulsed electrical contacts of the
materials tested and predicted to be the best electrical contact material available for
relatively lower cost and minimal health hazards.
The result of the work presented concludes that any electrical contact material can
be modeled under pulsed electrical currents ranging from a few kilo-amps to hundreds of
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kilo-amps. The current density distribution model created extended the work on surface
current concentrations presented by Smythe [7]. The current density heating model was
derived from basic thermodynamic principles and the principle of Joule heating to
produce a determination of the effect of a current density pulse and a differential volume
of material based on current density pulse characteristics and material properties. With
both models and experimental validation, the ability to predict the performance
limitations of any electrical contact material under high current pulsed conditions is
realized.
7.2

Recommendations
Improvements to the models and experimentation could be made in several ways.

Expanding the current density distribution model to include time dependent parameters,
such as variable electrical resistivity (caused by increases in operating temperature and
changes in local material phase) would greatly improve model accuracy. In addition,
incorporation of asperity contact models would improve the consensus between the
model and experimentation. Additional parameters for future experimental testing
include:
7.2.1 Investigation of the influence of current discharge rate
An additional parameter in need of investigation to extend the coverage of the
models and experimental results that are presented is understanding the current discharge
rate sent through the electrical contact. The discharge rate is predicted to be the most
significant influence not investigated in the research but included in the
recommendations. Alteration of the inductor used after the capacitor banks within the
power supply controls the rate of discharge of current through the system. The
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relationship between the rate of discharge, the separation of rails from the testing
specimen, the progression of the development of a molten metal bridge at the interface,
and formation of electrical arcs are unknown and potentially critical to the understanding
of the electrical contact interface.
7.2.2 Expansion of flat-on-flat contact to include additional geometries
The conducted research focused solely on the interfacial mechanics of flat-on-flat
geometry. This simplification of geometry used for the research is not often found in
practical applications. One additional common electrical contact interface is cylindrical,
found in such applications as a cable clamped between two electrical buses. The results
presented here could be extended to the cylindrical contact geometry with variations in
the mathematical models used.
7.2.3 Variation of material hardness with identical composition
The discussion of the effect of hardness, specifically on the influence of
constriction resistance found at the initiation of the current pulse, was discussed in this
paper. However, as the primary concern of the research was on the concentration of
current due to the nature of the current pulse, the effects of material hardness is in need of
greater study. The author recommends the systematic study of various tempers of
material to measure variations in initial electrical contact performance (such as aluminum
6061-T4 and aluminum 6061-O, in addition to aluminum 6061-T6).
7.2.4 Increased duration of current pulse
An additional parameter recommended for further study is increasing the duration
of current pulse sent through the electrical contact material. Variation in the duration of
the current pulse could lead to understanding of the heating of the start-up condition at
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the initiation of the current pulse, progression of molten metal bridge formation, and the
degree of material removal by heat generation versus ejection of material by pressure
build up.
7.2.5 Variation of contact pressure applied at electrical contact interface
An additional parameter of significance to the performance of the performance of
the electrical contact in the amount of preload placed on the electrical contact interface.
Additional testing with alterations of the amount of pressure applied between the
specimen and the rail could provide valuable information on the influence of the
mechanical components of the electrical contact.
7.2.6 Additional magnetic interaction of current models
The final recommendation to refine the models and experimental analysis is to
conduct a more thorough analysis of the magnetic interactions of currents, as discussed
by Smythe [7]. For example, the interactions of current traveling through a single-turn,
180° inductor could provide refinement of the mathematical modeling assumed to
represent the current traveling through the electrical contact specimen used in this
experiment.
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Appendix A – Current Density Distribution Model
MATLAB code numerical solving for the concentration of current due to transient
effects:
%% clear variables, and windows
clear all
%Clear variables
clc
%clear command window
close all
%Close figures
set(0,'DefaultFigureWindowStyle','normal')
%% input values
L_in=.375;
%[in] length of contact area
L=L_in*.0254;
%[m] length of contact area
step=L/100;
%step across contact area length
B_in=.1875;
%[in] width of contact area
B=B_in*.0254;
%[m] width of contact area
x=-L:step:L;
%grid in x direction
y=-B:step:B;
%grid in y direction
[xplot,yplot]=meshgrid(x*1000,y*1000);
%[mm] establish rectangular grid
xplot=xplot';
%invert grid matrix
yplot=yplot';
%invert grid matrix
rho(1)=39.9E-6;
rho(2)=59.16E-6;
rho(3)=170e-6;
rho_c=103E-6;
perm(1)=1.2566E-3;
perm(2)=1.2566E-3;
perm(3)=790*1.2566E-3;

%[Ohm m] aluminum resistivity
%[Ohm m] zinc resistivity
%[Ohm m] steel resistivity
%[Ohm m] copper resistivity
%[H/m] permeability of aluminum
%[H/m] permeability of zinc
%[H/m] permeability of steel

dx=L-abs(x);
dy=B-abs(y);
%% Computation
for m=1:3
R_x(m,:)=(L-x)*(rho_c-rho(m)/10)+1E-6;
%[Ohm] Resistance due to path of least
resistance
%x./x;
const(m)=rho(m)/perm(m);
%[Ohm/H] exponential constant
expx(m,:)=exp((-(dx.*6E4./(2.*const(m))).^.5).*.025);
%Exponential decay in x
direction
%*7e4/(2*
expy(m,:)=exp((-(dy.*6E4./(2.*const(m)).*L./B).^.5).*.025);
%Exponential decay in y
direction
for i=1:2*L/step+1
for j=1:2*B/step+1
CD(m,i,j)=expx(m,i)*expy(m,j)*R_x(m,i); %current density solver
%+max(expx(m,:))*max(expy(m,:))*max(R_x(m,:))./1000
if isnan(CD(m,i,j))
CD(m,i,j)=0;
end
end
end
end
for m=1:3
Total_current_pre(m)=L*B*4*sum(sum(CD(m,:,:)));

%sum current density to find total current

CDplot(:,:)=CD(m,:,:)*250000/Total_current_pre(m)./(10^6);
current sent through interface
%CDplot(CDplot>1.12) = .914;
%CDplot(CDplot>3.47) = 3.47;
melt
%CDplot(CDplot>5.25) = 5.25;

%[A/mm^2] Scale current to peak

%[A/mm^2] Current density required to melt
%[A/mm^2] Current density required to fully
%[A/mm^2] Current density required to vaporize

Total_current(m)=L*B*4*sum(sum(CDplot(:,:)));

%Sum total current

LegendCombo={'Aluminum','Zinc','Steel'};
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 1 1])
surf(xplot,yplot,CDplot)
% view([0 0])
shading interp
colormap jet
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xlabel('Position along specimen width [mm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.03)
h1=get(gca,'xlabel');
set(h1,'rotation',22)
ylabel('Position along specimen length [mm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.03)
h2=get(gca,'ylabel');
set(h2,'rotation',-35)
zlabel('Current density [A/mm^2]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.05)
% saveas(gcf,['Current Density ' char(LegendCombo(m)) '3.jpg'])
end

figure
plot(x,R_x)
legend('aluminum','zinc','steel')
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Appendix B – Current Density Heating Model
MATLAB code for numerically solving the critical current densities required to raise a
differential volume of material’s temperature to the melting point, melt a differential
volume of material, and vaporize a differential volume of material:
%% clear variables,
clear all
clc
close all

and windows
% Clear variables
% Clear command window
% Close figures

%% Constants
Current=cell2mat(struct2cell(load('Current251.mat')))'*1000;%[0.651097901387533;0.5403860858357
75;0.540521450817871;1.84837977013753;2.27540379175212;3.04051557123210;3.14917701783447;5.3274
7451374105;5.43929700572917;6.95585946878662;8.81898142665609;8.59898670961914;11.6565837672119
;12.6423281332194;15.4734704370728;17.4323695516724;19.7240754327474;21.1434446956258;22.998051
5661621;24.6341250719889;26.9298943184326;28.6774781895467;30.4226121804606;32.6085819294474;34
.3599479966064;36.1088514083944;37.8552984543416;39.8237115718709;41.7924708131836;43.653524658
5368;45.5093587583781;47.2630208052978;49.2358695996785;50.9846550026734;53.2823177834269;54.70
48739826172;56.6790452418132;58.5371884397786;60.2959327664958;62.2655378590413;63.803289580094
4;65.8843433998291;67.4171824872559;69.2827799194783;71.2567588546672;73.1258088919312;75.09491
76198079;76.8565791750000;78.3913524681193;80.0400047155965;81.9050606778320;83.8840411409912;8
5.6417120355713;87.2888719243164;89.1579720891642;90.8085196775187;92.4593680392008;94.43466183
33822;96.0889205208740;97.9595668806193;99.3900144793457;101.150421347660;102.803090489868;104.
674930091895;106.436268539115;108.089859556283;109.635686953809;111.176242818754;112.8306744687
78;114.596221889600;116.248478784355;117.903799832109;119.559411998271;121.215305578894;122.544
569169747;124.417112184054;126.289968795886;127.620115102718;129.169386616968;131.045857533606;
132.598491099068;134.029472461296;135.363756742875;137.133259567411;138.681426880806;140.556783
598478;141.781372152848;143.117005430135;144.558166080778;146.431784671765;147.876280989811;149
.102150416150;150.436304158903;152.310960827075;154.080649438342;155.304838471403;156.864478524
243;157.764992396167;159.424810952372;160.866034603825;162.205011838114;163.868379695638;165.31
3156013798;166.755414475102;168.308743160636;169.538173003979;170.551716807141;171.889596228162
;173.116890328133;174.674105028988;176.120757133049;177.351558598299;178.798673273507;179.92187
9402576;181.150570870907;182.709166750533;183.611402753056;185.056840498429;186.510843605802;18
7.743427329956;188.427660613627;190.095578984908;191.220741847815;192.340555644621;193.57415794
0011;194.589104182825;196.041977342891;197.057347488147;198.399816581905;199.304763105876;200.5
39562303101;201.336829324646;202.790863691012;203.696567122843;204.932119960596;205.61931265391
8;206.963262841032;208.088553659208;208.889880974898;209.907450403638;210.817149518347;212.0511
68012301;213.290926899512;213.868727906287;215.214085018624;216.011088472172;217.035423400073;2
17.835501102787;218.527676063269;219.763004344922;220.674378779008;221.477857103585;222.3867496
21488;223.190519064473;224.099699482479;224.795702136544;225.594336049288;226.614751707650;227.
311181286353;228.113018621769;229.241909506205;229.714356396322;230.522134444438;231.2164475896
08;231.913650412842;232.605433122095;233.629802772432;234.208265598641;234.905966100228;235.382
133940511;236.080028766174;236.559170597848;237.470605598877;238.274131323006;238.750868526880;
239.665432292175;240.034331659249;240.408835760433;240.775091609615;241.576387720182;242.059214
855514;242.971545985050;243.232934231213;243.602419249520;244.080020349809;244.665750454334;245
.146289654366;245.410807007987;245.996747675203;246.363915597343;247.171663805656;247.433728207
853;247.695834791227;248.068814644779;248.655179214437;248.911930197042;249.177039393372;249.43
6641189225;249.699054884485;249.958750452474;250.769821994267;250.597464165487;251.076162400110
;251.336049122896;251.379884593266;252.077568667578;251.902612132060;251.730419074268;252.53620
9673698;252.799083064990;252.845886041109;252.889912715304;252.823124392029;253.194072027319;25
3.240917135588;253.393043849259;253.545189970825;253.702892208712;253.525370179098;253.79111106
3501;253.727187015031;253.879352936711;254.031528513310;253.859575620325;254.230624248804;254.3
88365792753;253.551497658777;254.365750732454;253.531616915336;253.691989251034;253.30101531309
8;252.912743557983;252.737727296440;252.454630501367;252.611997741215;252.218028117212;252.1536
78271737;251.651560137549;251.697925080794;251.306534853691;251.244774354199;251.069383837581;2
50.567023693050;250.286225566801;250.113420883695;249.829752879496;249.656848134725;249.2650285
98145;249.089237589726;248.805356343831;248.635008320732]';
Time=0:.0000004:.0019998;
%[s] time in seconds
T_m=1358;
%[K] melt temperature of copper
T_b=2835;
%[K] boiling temperature of copper
mm_Cu=63.546/1000;
%[kg/mol] molar mass of copper
H_fus_Cu=11.86/mm_Cu;
%[kJ/kg] enthalpy of fusion
Cp_l_Cu=32.84/(mm_Cu*1000);
%[kJ/kg*K] specific heat capacity of liquid copper
rho_l_Cu=8020;
%[kg/m^3] density of molten copper
rho_s_Cu=8960;
%[kg/m^3] density of solid copper
%% Basic heat and mass
DT_l_Cu=T_b-T_m;
temperature
q_sm=H_fus_Cu;
q_m=Cp_l_Cu*DT_l_Cu;
boiling

%[K] temperature change from melt temperature to boiling
%[kJ/kg] heat generated to melt
%[kJ/kg] heat generated to raise temperature from melting to
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A_Cu=17.72891;
%constants for Solid Phase Heat Capacity (Shomate Equation) provided by
NIST
B_Cu=28.09870;
C_Cu=-31.25289;
D_Cu=13.97243;
E_Cu=0.068611;
T_s_i=298:1:T_m;
%[K] solid temperature matrix
T_sd=T_s_i./1000;
%temperature divided by 1000
Cp_s_Cu_mol=A_Cu+B_Cu*T_sd+C_Cu*T_sd.^2+D_Cu*T_sd.^3+E_Cu*T_sd.^-2;
%[J/(mol*K)] equation
for temperature dependent specific heat capacity
Cp_s_Cu=Cp_s_Cu_mol./(mm_Cu*1000);
%[kJ/(kg*K)] convert mol to kg using molar mass
q_s=trapz(T_s_i,Cp_s_Cu);
%integral of Cp dT
q3=[q_s,q_sm,q_m];

%[J/kg] tabulate heats

% Results output
Labels={'Solid','Solid-Liquid','Liquid'};
T_ss=table(Labels',q3');
T_ss.Properties.VariableNames{'Var1'} = 'State';
T_ss.Properties.VariableNames{'Var2'} = 'Heat_Input';
T_ss
%% analyze equation
R_approx3=25*Time.^2-5*Time+1.797;
z=0;
ind1a=120;
ind2a=120;
ind1b=110;
ind2b=110;
mind1=20;
mind2=20;
while (abs(mind1)>1) & (abs(mind2)>1) %z<20
z=z+1;
mind1=ind1a-ind1b;
mind2=ind2a-ind2b;
tmind1(z)=mind1;
tmind2(z)=mind2;
ind1b=ind1a;
ind2b=ind2a;
if z>1
R_approx3(z,:)=r_Cu*1E8;
end
P3=R_approx3(z,:)./max(R_approx3(z,:)).*(Current/max(Current)).^2;%linspace(T_m,T_b,251);
%create power curve matching square of current (P=I^2*R)
q3(1)=0;
for m=2:length(P3)
q3(m)=trapz(P3(1:m)).*.0000004;
%integrate power to receive temperature distribution
end
%% Molten Temperature Profile
Q_s=max(q3)*q_s/(q_s+q_sm+q_m);
Q_sm=max(q3)*q_sm/(q_s+q_sm+q_m);
Q_m=max(q3)*q_m/(q_s+q_sm+q_m);

%portion of energy used to heat solid material
%portion of energy used to melt material
%portion of energy used to heat molten material

index1=find(q3>Q_s,1);
index2=find(q3>(Q_sm+Q_s),1);
ind1a=index1;
ind2a=index2;
T_s1=q3(1:index1)./q3(index1)*(T_m-298)+298;
T_l(1:length(T_s1))=T_s1;

%[K] Solid temperature

T_l(index1+1:index2-1)=T_m;
b=T_m-q3(index2)./q3(end)*.82*(T_b-298)-298;
T_m1=q3(index2:end)./q3(end)*(T_b-b)+b;
T_l(index2:length(Time))=T_m1;
Tindex=find(T_l>1934,1);

% location of shift in resistivity fit

%% Reindex Cp Index
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T_K=T_l(1:index1)./1000;

%Temperature in Kelvin, divided by 1000

Cp_s_Cu=(A_Cu+B_Cu*T_K+C_Cu*T_K.^2+D_Cu*T_K.^3+E_Cu*T_K.^(-2))./(mm_Cu*1000);
for temperature dependent specific heat capacity

%equation

plot(T_K*1000,Cp_s_Cu)
%% Molten Resistivity
r_Cu=1.79685706269572e06*T_l(1:index1).^2+0.00484351860647494*T_l(1:index1)+0.194410175072470;
croOhm cm] resistivity of solid copper
r_Cu2=0.0188882618741430*T_l(index2)-5.66864288529988;
r_Cu1=r_Cu(index1);
m1=(r_Cu2-r_Cu1)/(Time(index2)-Time(index1));
b1=r_Cu(index1)-m1*Time(index1);
r_Cu(index1+1:index2-1)=m1*Time(index1+1:index2-1)+b1;
r_Cu(index2:Tindex-1)=0.0188882618741430*T_l(index2:Tindex-1)5.66864288529988;
%[microOhm cm] resistivity of molten copper
r_Cu(Tindex:length(Time))=0.0676444312866326*T_l(Tindex:end)-99.9612632873951;
r_Cu=r_Cu*1E-8;
%[Ohm m] resistivity of Copper

%[mi

%% Molten Density
rho_Cu(1:index1)=rho_s_Cu;
m2=(rho_l_Cu-rho_s_Cu)/(Time(index2)-Time(index1));
b2=rho_s_Cu-m2*Time(index1);
rho_Cu(index1+1:index2-1)=m2*Time(index1+1:index2-1)+b2;
rho_Cu(index2:length(Time))=rho_l_Cu;
%% Molten Current Density Calculation
Cp_Hfus=trapz(Time,Current.^2.*r_Cu./(rho_Cu*1000));
%[kJ*m^4/kg] answer for unadjusted
equation Cp+Hvap
i_m=sqrt(max(Current).^2*(q_s+q_sm+q_m)/Cp_Hfus)*1E-9;
%[kA/mm^2] current density required
to heat solid to vaporization point
Cp_check=trapz(Time,(i_m*1E9.*Current./max(Current)).^2.*r_Cu./(rho_Cu*1000));
%[kJ/kg] check
current value
check=Cp_check-(q_s+q_sm+q_m);
%% Results output
Labels={'Liquid CD','index1','index2','check_m'};
Tab(:,z)=[i_m,index1,index2,check];
Tab2(1,:)=Tab(:,z);
T_ss2=table(Labels',Tab2');
T_ss2.Properties.VariableNames{'Var1'} = 'State';
T_ss2.Properties.VariableNames{'Var2'} = 'CD';
T_ss2
end
%
%
%
%
%

change=(Tab(:,end)-Tab(:,1))';
T_ss3=table(Labels',change');
T_ss3.Properties.VariableNames{'Var1'} = 'State';
T_ss3.Properties.VariableNames{'Var2'} = 'Change';
T_ss3

%% Plots
Time=Time*1000;
r_Cu=r_Cu*1E8;
figure
plot(Time,Current./1000,'k')
xlabel('Time [ms]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Current [kA]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
plot(Time,i_m*Current./max(Current),'k')
xlabel('Time [ms]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Current [kA/mm^2]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
plot(Time,T_l,'k')
xlabel('Time [ms]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Temperature [K]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
plot(Time,r_Cu,'k')
xlabel('Time [ms]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Resistivity [\mu\Omega cm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
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plot(T_l,r_Cu,'k')
xlabel('Temperature [K]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Resistivity [\mu\Omega cm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
plot(Time,rho_Cu,'k')
xlabel('Time [ms]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Density [kg/m^3]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
plot(T_l,rho_Cu,'k')
xlabel('Temperature [K]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Density [kg/m^3]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
plot(Time(1:length(Cp_s_Cu)),Cp_s_Cu,'k')
xlabel('Time [ms]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Cp Solid [kJ/kg*K]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
plot(T_K*1000,Cp_s_Cu,'k')
xlabel('Temperature [K]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('Cp Solid [kJ/kg*K]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
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Appendix C – Experimental Results electrical data analysis
MATLAB code solution for high speed electrical data
%% clear variables, and windows
clear all

%Clear variables

clc

%clear command window

close all

%Close figures

%% Load Data
filename='Combined_Results.xlsx';

Temp=xlsread(filename,'Statistics');

%General Data

Time=Temp(:,1);

%[s] Time index

Lab_Number=Temp(1:9,2);

%[-] Railgun lab shot number

Shot={Temp(2:10,3)};

%[-] Shot name

CapCharge=Temp(1:9,4);

%[kV] Capacitor charge

Modules=Temp(1:9,5);

%[-] Number of charged modules

Mass=Temp(1:9,6);

%[g] Specimen mass

Height=Temp(1:9,7);

%[in] specimen height dimension

Width=Temp(1:9,8);

%[in] specimen width dimension

Length=Temp(1:9,9);

%[in] specimen length dimension

n=1;
Temp=xlsread(filename,'A8_2435');

%Aluminum test specimen 8

Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

n=n+1;
Temp=xlsread(filename,'S2_2436');

%Steel test specimen 2

Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

n=n+1;
Temp=xlsread(filename,'Z1_2437');

%Zinc test specimen 1
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Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

n=n+1;
Temp=xlsread(filename,'Arm18_2438');

%Armature 18

Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

% n=n+1;
% Temp=xlsread(filename,'Along_2439');

%Long Aluminum test specimen

% Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

% Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

% Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

% Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=-Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

% Breech_Voltage(:,n)=-Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

n=n+1;
Temp=xlsread(filename,'S4_2441');

%Steel test specimen 4

Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

n=n+1;
Temp=xlsread(filename,'A9_2442');

%Aluminum test specimen 9

Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

n=n+1;
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Temp=xlsread(filename,'A10_2443');

%Aluminum test specimen 10

Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

n=n+1;
Temp=xlsread(filename,'A2500_2444');

%Polished Aluminum test specimen

Left_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,1);

%[kA] Current measured by left Rogoski coil

Right_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,2);

%[kA] Current measured by right Rogoski coil

Total_Current(:,n)=Temp(:,3);

%[kA] Total current discharge

Muzzle_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,7);

%[V] specimen height dimension

Breech_Voltage(:,n)=Temp(:,8);

%[V] specimen width dimension

%% Data Analysis
Contact_Resistance=Muzzle_Voltage./(Total_Current*1000);

Peak_Resistance=max(Contact_Resistance);
Peak_Current=max(Total_Current(1:250,:));
Contact_Resistance=Contact_Resistance*1000;
Time=Time*1000;

% Skin calculations
windowSize=10;
b=(1/windowSize)*ones(1,windowSize);
a=1;
for i=1:size(Total_Current,2);
dIdt(:,i)=[0; diff(Total_Current(:,i))./Time(2)];
Filtered_dIdt(:,i)=filter(b,a,dIdt(:,i));
Filtered_Current(:,i)=filter(b,a,Total_Current(:,i));

x=-.375/2:.0375:.375/2;
y=-.375:.075:.375;
for m=1:length(x)
for n=1:length(y)
%mu/tau*dIdt=laplacian(i)
end
end
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%[kA/s] current derivative

end

Peak_dIdt=max(dIdt(1:251,:));
FPeak_dIdt=max(Filtered_dIdt(1:251,:));

%% Results output
Labels={'Aluminum 8','Steel 2','Zinc 1','Armature','Steel 4','Aluminum 9','Aluminum
10','Polished Aluminum'};
%,'Aluminum long'
T=table(Labels',Peak_Resistance',Peak_Current',Peak_dIdt');
T.Properties.VariableNames{'Var1'} = 'Test_Specimen';
T.Properties.VariableNames{'Var2'} = 'Max_Contact_Resistance';
T.Properties.VariableNames{'Var3'} = 'Max_Current';
T.Properties.VariableNames{'Var4'} = 'Max_Current_derivative';
T

%% Plots

close all

%Close figures

LegendCombo={'Aluminum 8','Steel 2','Zinc 1','Armature','Steel 4'...
,'Aluminum 9','Aluminum 10','Polished Aluminum'};
%Legend2=char('Steel 4','Aluminum 9','Aluminum 10','Polished Aluminum');
%LegendCombo={Legend1,Legend2};
%%
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 .75 .5])
for i=2:size(Total_Current,2)

plot(Time,Total_Current(:,i),'k')
hold on
% plot(Time,Filtered_Current(:,2))
% hold off
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
ylabel({'Current','[kA]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylim([0,300])
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
title('Current','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1,'FontWeight','Normal')
%saveas(gcf,['Current' char(LegendCombo(i)) '.jpg'])
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%close
end
%legend(LegendCombo,'Location','EastOutside','FontSize',15)
%%
for i=1:size(Total_Current,2)
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 .5 1])
plot(Time, Muzzle_Voltage(:,i),'k')
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel({'Muzzle Voltage','[V]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylim([-5,50])
title('Muzzle Voltage','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1,'FontWeight','Normal')
saveas(gcf,['Vm' char(LegendCombo(i)) '.jpg'])
%legend(LegendCombo,'Location','EastOutside','FontSize',15)
%axis([0 .002 0 1000])
close
end

for i=1:size(Total_Current,2)
figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 .5 1])
plot(Time,Contact_Resistance(:,i),'k')
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.05)
ylabel({'Contact Resistance','[m\Omega]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.05)
title('Contact Resistance','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1,'FontWeight','Normal')
axis([0 .04 0 8])
saveas(gcf,['Rc' char(LegendCombo(i)) '.jpg'])
%legend(LegendCombo,'Location','EastOutside','FontSize',15)
close
end

%%
for i=1:size(Total_Current,2)

%[2,5]

figure('units','normalized','outerposition',[0 0 .5 1])
%hold on
subplot(3,1,1)
%hold on
plot(Time,Total_Current(:,i),'k')
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.15)
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
ylabel({'Current','[kA]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.15)
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set(gca,'FontSize',20)
%title('Current','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.2,'FontWeight','Normal')
ylim([0 300])
subplot(3,1,2)
%hold on
plot(Time, Muzzle_Voltage(:,i),'k')
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.15)
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
ylabel({'Muzzle Voltage','[V]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.15)
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
%title('Muzzle Voltage','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.2,'FontWeight','Normal')
%legend(LegendCombo,'Location','East','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',20)
ylim([0 50])
subplot(3,1,3)
%hold on
plot(Time,Contact_Resistance(:,i),'k')
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.15)
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
ylabel({'Contact Resistance','[m\Omega]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.15)
set(gca,'FontSize',20)
%title('Contact Resistance','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.2,'FontWeight','Normal')
axis([0 .04 0 8])
saveas(gcf,['Multi' char(LegendCombo(i)) '.jpg'])
%close
end

%%
figure
plot(Time(1:251),dIdt(1:251,:))
% hold on
% plot(Time,Filtered_dIdt)
% hold off
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.05)
ylabel({'dI/dt [kA/s]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.05)
title('Current Derivative','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1,'FontWeight','Normal')
%axis([0 .6 -1e4 1e4])
%legend(LegendCombo,'Location','EastOutside','FontSize',15)

figure
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plot(Time(1:251),Filtered_dIdt(1:251,:))
% hold on
% plot(Time,Filtered_dIdt)
% hold off
xlabel('Time [s]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.05)
ylabel({'dI/dt [kA/s]'},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.05)
title('Current Derivative','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1,'FontWeight','Normal')
%axis([0 .6 -1e4 1e4])
%legend(LegendCombo,'Location','EastOutside','FontSize',15)
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Appendix D – Thermal Camera Analysis
MATLAB code for IR electrical contact temperature data fit:
%%
tic
clear all
clc
close all
%% inputs
T=[89.46,81.16,73.237,66.016,59.782,54.99,50.577,46.611,43.326,40.24...
,38.065,36.673,35.535,34.999,34.204]';
x=(.000025:.0005:.0000025+length(T)*.0005)';
% therm=csvread('/Users/briansenft/Documents/MATLAB/CSV/A5-5.csv');
% temp_fit=therm(103,46:115);
% useful_temp=therm(103,53:80);
% T2=useful_temp';
%
x3=linspace(.000025,.018999975,length(temp_fit))';
%(.000025:.0005:.0000025+lengt
h(temp_fit)*.0005)';
% x2=(.000025:x3(2)-x3(1):length(T2)*(x3(2)-x3(1)))';
%+.0005*7;
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

therm=csvread('/Users/briansenft/Documents/MATLAB/CSV/A9.csv');
temp_fit=therm(96,67:128);
m=74;
% useful_temp=zeros(1,48);
% x2=zeros(1,48);
useful_temp=therm(96,67:m);
q=length(useful_temp);
n=89;
useful_temp(q:q+120-n)=therm(96,n:120);
T2=useful_temp';
x3=linspace(.000025,.018999975,length(temp_fit))';
x2=(.000025:x3(2)-x3(1):(m-67)*(x3(2)-x3(1)))';
x2(q:q+120-n)=(x3(q+n-m):x3(2)-x3(1):x3(length(T2)+n-m))';

therm=csvread('/Users/briansenft/Documents/MATLAB/CSV/A2500.csv');
temp_fit=therm(44,57:117);
useful_temp=therm(44,57:90);
T2=useful_temp';
x3=linspace(.000025,.018999975,length(temp_fit))';
x2=(.000025:x3(2)-x3(1):length(T2)*(x3(2)-x3(1)))';
figure
clf
hold on
plot(x3,temp_fit,'.k','Marker','square')
hold off
lgd=legend('IR Camera Data');
lgd.FontSize = 14;
xlabel('Distance from Trailing Edge [mm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
ylabel('IR counts','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
%% guesses A5
% upbd_a=10;
% lwbd_a=9;
% res_a=.001;
% upbd_b=16;
% lwbd_b=15;
% res_b=.001;
% aguess=lwbd_a;
% bguess=lwbd_b;
%% guesses A9
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

upbd_a=125;
lwbd_a=0;
res_a=1;
upbd_b=100;
lwbd_b=0;
res_b=.1;
aguess=lwbd_a;
bguess=lwbd_b;
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%
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

upbd_a=100;
lwbd_a=0;
res_a=.1;
upbd_b=1;
lwbd_b=0;
res_b=.000001;
aguess=lwbd_a;
bguess=lwbd_b;

%% guesses A2500
upbd_a=110;
lwbd_a=100;
res_a=.1;
upbd_b=10;
lwbd_b=0;
res_b=.01;
aguess=lwbd_a;
bguess=lwbd_b;
%% equation
b=bguess;
a=aguess;
counta=1;
countb=1;
cr=jet((upbd_b-lwbd_b)/res_b+1);
while a<=upbd_b
countb=1;
while b<=upbd_b
T_fit=(a.*exp(-(b.*x2).^.5)).^2;
LSquare(counta,countb)=sum((T2-T_fit).^2);
if counta==ceil(((upbd_a-lwbd_a)/res_a)/2+1)
figure(2)
hold on
plot(x2,T_fit,'color',cr(countb,:))
hold off
end
countb=countb+1;
b=b+res_b;
end
b=bguess;
a=a+res_a;
counta=counta+1;
end
[minval,minind]=min(LSquare(:));
[mina,minb]=ind2sub([size(LSquare,1),size(LSquare,2)],minind);
a=aguess+mina*res_a;
b=bguess+minb*res_b;
T_fit1=(a.*exp(-(b.*x2).^.5)).^2;
T_fit=(a.*exp(-(b.*x2).^.5)).^2;
T_bar=sum(T_fit)/length(x2);
x4=(0:x3(2)-x3(1):(length(temp_fit)-7)*(x3(2)-x3(1)))';
T_fit2=(a.*exp(-(b.*x4).^.5)).^2;
x2=x2*1000;
x3=x3*1000;
x4=x4*1000;
x5=x2+(x2(2)-x2(1))*0;
x4=x4+(x2(2)-x2(1))*0;
%% Plots
figure
clf
hold on
semilogy(x2,T2,'.','Marker','square')
semilogy(x2,T_fit,'-r')
hold off
legend('Data','Equation Fit')
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xlabel('Distance from Trailing Edge [mm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
s = sprintf('%c', char(176));
ylabel({['Temperature [',s,'C]']},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
clf
hold on
plot(x2,T2,'.','Marker','square')
plot(x2,T_fit,'-r')
hold off
legend('Data','Equation Fit')
xlabel('Distance from Trailing Edge [mm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
s = sprintf('%c', char(176));
ylabel({['Temperature [',s,'C]']},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
figure
clf
hold on
plot(x3,temp_fit,'.k','Marker','square')
plot(x5,T2,'.b','Marker','s')
plot(x4,T_fit2,'-r')
hold off
lgd=legend('Data','Data used for Fit',sprintf( '%s\n%s','Equation Fit:','T=[Ae^{(Bx)^{.5}}]^{2}'));
lgd.FontSize = 14;
xlabel('Distance from Trailing Edge [mm]','FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
s = sprintf('%c', char(176));
ylabel({['Temperature [',s,'C]']},'FontUnits','normalized','FontSize',.1)
%
%
%
%
%
%
%

dim = [.13 .15 .3 .3];
str = {'Thermal Camera','Saturation'};
annotation('textarrow',[.3 .19],[.875 .875],'String',str,'FontSize',20);
annotation('line',[.19 .19],[0.1 .925]);
annotation('textarrow',[.48 .325],[.65 .52],'String','Hot Debris','FontSize',20);
annotation('arrow',[.54 .52],[.635 .375]);
annotation('arrow',[.6 .68],[.64 .41]);

%% Output
fprintf('The value of a for the least squares fit is %6.5G\n', a)
fprintf('The value of b for the least squares fit is %6.5G\n', b)
toc
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Appendix E – Magnetic Permeability of 1018 Steel [24]
Relative permeability of 1018 steel, as reported by Field precision LLC [24].
Steel1018 (Bs = 2.03)
B
MuR
(tesla)
==================
0.0000
790.6271
0.2500
833.4465
0.9250
924.9707
1.2500
624.9802
1.3900
463.3380
1.5250
304.9980
1.7100
170.9989
1.8700
93.5000
1.9550
65.1665
2.0200
40.3999
2.1100
21.1000
2.2250
11.1250
2.4300
6.0750
2.5000
5.3192
3.0000
3.0928
4.0000
2.0305
5.0000
1.6835
10.0000
1.2547
20.0000 1.1130
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